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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents an overview of artificial neural networks. It makes a 
case for examining- computing models other than the "standard" von Neumann 
' 
rnachines, in particu]ar, massive]y parallel machines such as neural nets. Neural 
networks consist of hundreds or thousands of processing units which are 
interconnected with programmable weights. Information is stored in these 
connections in a manner similar to the brain's synapses. The basic elements of 
neural mode]s are discussed, including activation functions, learning algorithms, 
and network configurations. A brief survey follows, covering brain physiology, 
the cognitive science basis of neural models, and the philosophical questions they 
• 
raise. 
Several neural network architectures are examined and described in detail. 
These inc]ude, linear and non-linear associative . memories, cooperative and 
competitive networks, back-propagation networks, Hopfield networks, and 
adaptive resonance networks. Current applications of the network types are 
then discussed, ranging from robotics, vision, and natural language processing, to 
optimization problems. 
Next, a Neural Network Simulator, coded in Smalltalk-BO and developed on 
a Tektronix 4404 Artificial Intelligence workstation, is described. Included are 
the reasoning for developing such a simulator, the design goals and criteria, and 
a detai]ed description of the design. How the Smalltalk language and the 
deve]opment environment affected development is also discussed. 
A closing discussion deals with the future of neura] computing. 
1 
J 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 A Discussion of Artificial Intelligence 
Man has dreamt of creating intelligent machines for years. The advent of 
the modern digital computer has made that dream more accessible than ever 
before. Indeed, for 30 years, researchers have strived to create artificial 
intelligence (AI), machines that can think and act in an intelligent fashion. 
When digital computers were first developed, it was obvious that they 
were good for manipulating numbers, but it was also r..ecognized that the 
numbers could be used to represent ideas or symbols of any type. Thus 
"'syn1bolic computing" and Al have been synonomous terms since the 60's. The 
AI research has brought timesharing, language specific editors, incrementally 
compiled languages, software workstations, and many _ other important 
contributions to mainstream computing. But, has it produced an intelligent 
machine? It depends on whom you talk to and on their definition of 
,., intelligent.,., First, let us consider the current state of AI research and the 
types of systems that can be produced using conventional symbolic computing 
Al techniques. 
The first artificial intelligence research laboratory was created at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 60's. It was there that McCarthy 
developed the LISP language which is the preeminant language for AI 
prograrnming. Some of the initial problems that were dealt with included logic 
proofs, text translation, and game playing. While AI has evolved greatly over 
time, it is still dealing with the same kinds of probl_ems (Crimson & Patil, 
2 
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1987). 
Research in Al has been heavily dependent on computer hardware which 
for the past 30 years has been of one type, serial. The von Neumann 
architecture, which uses memory to store both the program and data, has been 
both a godsend and a curse to Al. Because any algorithm can be theoreticaHy 
calculated on a serial computer ( albeit at a slow pace), any type ,of algorithm, 
serial or parallel, can be studied on a von Neumann machine. \\7hile undeniably 
true, parallel algorithms run painfully slowly, and t,.herefore have been given 
short shrift in terms of applied research. Why work on a parallel algorithm 
. ' 
that will run slower than a serial algorithm? This said, most work has dealt 
with serial algorithms which can run efficiently on the computers we have, serial 
computers. 
The primary languages used for AI programming are LISP and Prolog. ' 
LISP is a functional language ( an acronym for LISt Processing) based on 
Church's lambda calculu~. It is heavily oriented toward recursive functions, 
which have nice mathematical properties, but are somewhat difficult for people 
to calculate mentally. Its strong point is that both programs and data have 
th~ same structure, which allow~e program to manipulate itself. While this 
is seen as the height of bad programming form in mainstream applications, it is 
considered a blessing when you· are trying to have a machine (i.e. program) 
adapt to changing conditions. 
\ 
Prolog (Programming Logic) is based on first order predicate calculus and 
is mainly a logic paradigm. While logic is a powerful tool for dealing with 
certain problems, people cannot easily make logical calculations. Prolog, like 
LISP, has close ties to recursive functions. But its strongest feature is that it 
3 
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is a declarative, rather than a procedural, language. That is, you tell it what 
to do, not how to do it. This makes Prolog handy for dealing with relational 
data bases, and for dealing with problems which are cast in a logic mold. 
How does conventional AI attempt to solve problems? How do we create 
intelligent machines? The two major tools available are LISP, which is 
algorithmic, and Prolog, which is declarative. Why base the search for artificial 
intelligence on logic and recursive functions, things that people have trouble 
mastering? The answer is that we are not writing AI programs for people, but 
for computers. As such, we 1nust solve problems in a way that is most natural 
for a computer. So, we make use of the massive amounts of memory available 
to modern digital computers by generating all or many possible solutions and 
then searching through the possible solutions for one that works. This amounts 
to getting some programmer(s) to try to anticipate every situation that a 
machine can encounter and to try to encode --that as If-Then rules of some sort. 
Obviously, this has worked in some limited domains. But, as soon as the scope 
is expanded to real world dimensions, the number of possible solutions increase 
exponentially. 
' 
Because of this computational complexity problem, Al has tended to focus 
on developing new search methods. These have taken the form of sophisticated 
heuristic algorithms, which use more If-Then rules. This approach has had its 
successes. Expert systems are an example of the type of application where If-
Then rules can effectively deal with very difficult problems. But the power of 
expert systems is in the amount of data that is available to the inferencing 
engine. Often the amount would be impossible for a single human to store, 
much less consider, when examining a problem. Here the strength of a 
4 
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computer, massive storage of information, can be used to advantage. 
However, when it comes to vision, speech processing, and natural language 
processing, Al has had its problems. The serial algorithms that have been 
developed have been helped by the order of magnitude increases in computer 
throughput over the past few years. But they are still slow, and still limited 
to specific domains. Speech recognition of a single speaker with a vocabulary of 
0 
100 words is nice, but enunciating each word clearly becomes tiring after a 
while. Picking out parts on a conveyor belt is nice also, until somebody turns 
on the lights and the vision system can't deal with the new light levels. 
Things people do easily are not necessarily easy. Humans have developed 
advanced capabilities in all areas of sensory processing. These capabilities were 
necessary for our survival as a species and so they have becorne automatic. 
Even though our senses require and they require little . conscious thought, 
perform sophisticated It that conventional • processing. • lS very apparent 
computers cannot duplicate human performance levels in these tasks. 
If serial computers are not the answer, maybe parallel computers can solve 
the problem. Computer architects have developed machines which contain 
several powerful processors. This certainly increases the computing power of the 
machine, but not all of that power is available for solving the problem. The 
overhead in processor communication takes a significant bite out of the potential 
increase. Also, the problems of partitioning a LISP or Prolog program to run 
on parallel processors are as hard as the AI problems themselves. Coarse grain 
/ 
parallelism promises increased computing throughput, but it is a quantitative 
increase, and a qualitative difference is needed. 
The functions we are trying to simulate - sight, touch, and hearing - are 
5 
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human capabilites. The unique processing of the human brain makes these 
capabilities possible. Why not try to build computers which model what we 
know about the brain's architecture and computing methods? This requires 
massive fine-grained parallelism because the brain contains a hundred billion 
neurons ( computing cells) working in parallel. Artificial neural networks are an 
attempt to do just that. Perhaps to simulate our brain we should create a 
computer whose architecture models our brain. 
1.2 Wl1at Are Neural Nets'? 
Artificial neural networks are an attempt to create a computer architecture 
which more c.losely resembles the human brain's architecture. The history of 
neural nets can be traced back to the work of McCullough and Pitts and their 
binary logic units (McCullough & Pitts, 1943). Rosenblatt, who developed the 
Perceptron, was the first to propose some algorithms for configuring networks 
and getting them to do some work (Rosenblatt, 1962). Widrow and Hoff 
supplied some further development of these ideas with their ADELINE ( adaptive 
linear elements) model (Widrow & Hoff, 1960). 
The most basic element of the human brain is the brain cell called the 
neuron. The neuron is a small processor which has hundreds to thousands of 
inputs (through dendrites), and a single output (through its axon) which may 
pass the signal on to thousands of other neurons. Brain physiology will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. The neural network model equivalent to 
the brain's neuron is the Unit, which also has multiple inputs and a single 
output. The Unit's properties can be viewed as a simple extrapolation of the 
physiological neurons' capabilities. They are simplified, neither needing, nor 
attempting, to be an exact model of the brains' neurons. 
6 
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A neural network consists of many of these units connected in some 
topology. A neural network is a collection of these computing elements with 
input units at one end and output units at the other end. Input units interface 
to a. previous module or to the external world, while output units pass on the 
results of the computation to the next module or the external world. In 
between we have so-called hidden units which store information and provide a 
response to the input. 
All of the neural models are based on the properties of associative memory 
in one form or another. There are models which act as autoassociators, as 
associative merr1ory, as classifiers, as feature detectors, and as spatial mapping 
functions. What function a particular network perform~ depends on the type of 
units used and the controlling algorithm used to transport information between 
them. These models do not claim to perform the functions in the exact same 
way the brain does, but they are meant to be more closely analogous than some 
serial algorithm executing on a von Neumann computer. 
The units' interconnections are through weighted lines which act as the 
synapses do in the brain. When a pattern causes several units to fire in 
unison, the connection weights are modified to show this relationship. This is 
similar to the changes in biological synapses in response to repeated stimuli. 
An individual unit processes by first sampling all of its inputs, which 
consist of the activations of any input units multiplied by the connection 
weights. This net input value is then passed through the activation function, 
which converts it into the unit's activation. This process continues until all 
units have updated their activation values, and the network stabilizes. 
These networks are in their infancy, much like digital computers were in 
7 
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the 60's. The best configurations have not been found and many alternatives 
have not been studied. Thus, a major focus of research in this area is on 
learning algorithms and network topologies. How do we adjust the weights and 
connect the units so that the network performs the computation we want, 
whether it is associative memory, edge detection in vision, frequency detection in 
hearing, or spatial transformation needed for locomotion? 
The models vary in their approach to modeling units. Some researchers 
feel certain aspects of a neuron are more important than others. For example, 
neurons fire asynchronously in the brain. They are continuously examining the 
inputs through their dendrites and fire based on those inputs. Only their 
chemistry limits their firing rate. Many neural models ignore this element and 
simply update all units at once in a synchronous pass. This has worked with 
many models and so seems a reasonable choice. Other researchers have looked 
at the asynchronous updating as a primary feature of neuronal computation and 
their models feature asynchronous updating, producing slightly different results. 
Whatever simplifying assumptions are made in a particular model, it 
should be judged on its performance and utility. If our goal is to create 
artificial intelligence in machines, let us get the artificial intelligence first and 
worry about the exact physiological equivalence later. See Figure 1-1 for a 
schematic diagram of the basic elements of all neural network models. 
8 
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-
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Threshold Output 
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-
-
F1 (a; µr1) 
0 
-m 0 
net, = Iw;1o1(r) 
Sigmoid Activation 
Function 
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-
Taken From (Rumelhart, Hinton, & McClelland, 1986) 
Figure 1-1: The Basic Elements of All Neural Models 
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-1.3 What Neural Nets Do Well 
Once we decide to investigate computers consisting of many interconnect~d 
units, we have to find out what types of computations they can perform. 
While widespread interest in neural networks is a recent phenomena, there 
" 
already exist many models which can perform useful functions. The following 
sections describe the types of computing neural nets can perform. 
1.3.1 Associative Memory 
There are several aspects of digital computers which are extemely annoying 
if you are trying to build an intelligent system. One of the biggest problems is 
that information is stored in memory cells at specific addresses. In order to 
access information, you have to know its location. This entails much overhead 
to store data so that it can be accessed efficiently later. 
One of the main advantages of neural networks is that they store data 
with complete disregard for the location where that data is stored. Give an 
" 
associative memory module two input vectors, and they will return the correct 
one when the other is presented later for recall. You don't have to know where 
the data is stored. In fact, if you looked at a network you would be unable to 
point to a particular unit and say "Ah, there it is." That the data are spread 
out also aids when there are failures in the system. If a unit fails we don't 
lose a word of storage or a link to a whole subset of knowledge. What we get 
is a slight degradation in performance. Associative memory, where two items 
are presented for "learning," with one or both presented later for recall, is the 
most basic function of neural modules. When both members of the taught 
,~ 
vector pair are the same, you can present a very distorted or noisy version of 
the vector, and it will recreate itself. When the input is similar to a at tern 
10 
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the network has seen before, it accepts it and produces a "best-guess" answer. 
1.3.2 Optimization 
Neural models have been developed which solve the combinatorial explosion 
problems of the traveling salesman problem with no heuristics and no If-Then 
rules. Teach it a list of cities and their relative distance, and it will give you 
a very good answer, quickly. 
1.3.3 Mapping Non-Linear Transformations 
There are many transformation problems which are non-linear and which 
require intractable mathematics to characterize. For example, converting the 
picture the eye sees into a self-centered coordinate system, then mapping that 
into a desired hand position in 3-space, and transforming that into a desired 
motor neuron firing rate, are non-linear operations. Pellionisz (Pellionisz, 
1987) has shown how neural nets can easily handle this problem. 
1.3.4 Non-Algorithmic Problems 
There are problems which are non-algorithmic or for which no algorithms 
are known. A neural network can be taught the input condition and the 
required output state, and the network will learn to duplicate the performance 
of the non-algorithmic system. This is important because it allows us to 
duplicate complex transformations even if we do not know the algorithm 
necessary to perform those transformations. 
11 
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1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Neural Nets 
1.4.1 Advantages 
There are several advantages of neural networks over serial or coarse 
grained parallel machines. First, there are the built-in fault tolerance and 
graceful degradation in performance when a unit fails. Extensive testing has 
• 
shown that there is only a slight drop-off in performance when a unit is 
removed from a functioning network (Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1986). Also, 
other available units pick up the slack and quickly recover the original 
functionality and performance level. 
Neural nets configured as associative feature a fuzzy logic or • memories 
best-match type of search. An exact match is unnecessary. Only a close 
enough representation to recover the associated data, or in the case of an auto-
,. 
associator net, to recover the reconstructed original, is needed. One model, the 
Boltzmann machine, actually "likes" noisy inputs and uses noise to help it settle 
into a global energy m1n1ma and find the best solution. 
Neural networks are usually trained by example. That is, a given input 
/ 
and expected output are presented to the network, which then adjusts its 
weights with whatever learning algorithm is being used. It will internally set up 
a representation so that it can remember the relationship. This feature means 
' 
_/,... 
that neural nets are a super kind of declarative paradign1. We only have to 
provide the relationships; the network totally keeps track of the "hows" of the 
' 
storage rr1echanism. 
12 
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1.4.2 Disadvantages 
The disadvantages of neural networks are the same disadvantages that 
have kept parallel processing paradigms from thriving all along. In order to run 
efficiently they need parallel processors. Luckily, this problem is decreasing 
daily, as the VLSI implementations of processors make parallel computing more 
and more commonplace. But, neural networks can take advantage of any 
advance in computing technology. If they are run as serial simulations, they 
will run faster on a machine with more processors. When true massively 
parallel processors are readily available, then the neural network algorithms can 
be transported naturally to the new machines. Because the algorithms are 
inherently parallel, not contrived to be parallel, they will be able to take 
advantage of any increase in parallelism. 
In neural computers the number of interconnections between processors or 
units is many times larger than the number of units. This tends to strain the 
interconnection technology before it strains the computing technology. Indeed, 
neural processors can be relatively primitive compared to today's complex 
instruction set computers ( CISC) or even reduced instruction set computers 
(RISC). However, they must be able to co1nmunicate with hundreds or 
thousands of other processors efficiently. 
One other disadvantage of neural models is that they are sometimes hard 
to define rnathematically. This is a large drawback when someone wants to 
know, with rnathematical precision, what the probability of a miscalculation or 
misf unction is. As stated earlier, neural networks can perform complex non-
linear transformations and characterizing them can be complicated. 
13 
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1.5 Summary 
During the past year that I have studied neural networks, I have been 
arnazed at the possibilities of these machines. These models, in mimicking the 
massively parallel processing of the human brain, produce results that are 
astonishing compared to conventional AI methods. Study in this area requires 
knowledge in computer science, cognitive psychology, and brain physiology, and 
so this paper contains relevant material from those areas. 
Another major portion of my work has involved the implementation of 
several of these models. I have implemented several different learning models 
for neural nets, including linear and non-linear pattern associators, back-
propagation models, simple competitive learning models, and finally, bidirectional 
associative memories. 
Current approaches to artificial intelligence seem to rely on the premise 
that we can anticipate every possible situation which might involve our 
"intelligent" system. Neural models, in general, are different because they 
"learn" from their environment. Not only do these models work in terms of 
~ giving the appropriate response to input ( once they are taught), but they also 
exhibit many human-like cognitive traits. While we may not be able to 
program intelligence, we may be able to build machines which can learn and 
thereby display "intelligent behavior." 
14 
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Chapter 2 
Scientific Basis for Neural Net work Models 
2.1 Brain Physiology 
The human brain is a complex organism. There are man
y details of its 
function and design that are not understood. However, the
re are many parts of 
the brain which have been mapped in detail, and prog
ress is being made 
continually. Ne\\' rnethods of staining brain cells allow neur
ophysiologists to get 
a clearer picture of the structure of the brain. The followi
ng overview of brain 
physiology deals with basic areas where there is genera
l agreement on the 
structure and function of the different parts. 
2.1.1 Neurons 
The brain consists of approximately a hundred billion ne
rve cells called 
neurons. These neurons, which are the processors of the 
brain, can be divided 
I ~ 
into three major functional classes. First, there are sensory neurons which 
act 
as transducers of physical inputs, such as light or sound, 
into electrical pulses. 
Secondly, there are motor neurons which terminate on mus
cles and cause them 
to contract. Finally, there are the interneurons which p
rocess information 
between the sensory and motor neurons. One of the major differences betwe
en 
rnan and lower life forms is in the number of interneurons
, i.e., in the amount 
of intermediate processing performed. App10ximately 99.98
% of all neurons in 
the human nervous system are interneurons, part of the i
ntermediate processing 
system (Kandel, 1979). 
A typical neuron consists of a cell body or soma, which
 is a complex 
chemical and electrical processor, numerous input receptors 
called dendrites, and 
15 
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an output terminal called the axon. The neurons are connected by electrical 
and chemical synapses, with chemical synapses being most common. Neurons 
are plastic in that the information processing dendrites and synapses grow and 
shrink, resulting in neuronal interconnections which are dynamic. Each neuron 
receives inputs from a hundred to a thousand other neurons through synaptic 
connections to its dendrites and cell body. 
The chemistry of a neuron consists of ions which exert relatively large 
electrical forces on local structures. Ions of potassium (K+), sodium (Na+), 
calcium (Ca++) and chloride (Cl·) are found in the neurons. The flow of these 
ions across the cell membrane serve to change the electrical potential of the 
cells. 
Neurons can be thought of as integrators. They simultaneously look at 
the many inputs and fire an action potential in response to an excitatory 
stimulus level. An action potential is an electrical discharge that flows down 
the axon of the neuron to other cells' inputs. A neuron can produce action 
potentials at a rate from tens to hundreds of times per second. This switching 
time is significantly slower than "silicon" processors which can operate a million 
times per second. In addition to the electrical spike of an axon action 
potential, the neuron's internal electrical charge can be affected by its inputs. 
lJsually, the electrical potential of a neurons' soma is -70 milli Volts relative to 
the outside of the cell. Any inputs that make this potential more or less 
negative will increase or inhibit the likelihood of the neuron firing. In this way, 
a neuron can affect neighboring neurons by changing the local chemical 
environment and enhancing or reducing the possibility of their firing. Because 
the axon can be as long as one meter in length, a neuron can transmit across 
16 
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relatively far distances in the nervous system (Stevens, 1979). 
The neuron cells operate as asynchronous processors. The only limiting 
factor on their processing speed is the depletion of the chemicals necessary for 
producing action potentials. Thus the brain is a collection of independent 
processors which are massively interconnected. At any time, only a small 
percentage of the inputs to a particular neuron are changing. Because relatively 
few out of the whole population of neurons are firing at one time, computation 
can be looked at as a probabilistic function. Several of the neural models are 
based on this stochastic process. 
The interconnection between neurons is the synapse, which consists of a 
pair of chemical nodes. The pre-synaptic cell releases neurotransmitters into the 
synapse and the postsynaptic cell responds positively or negatively to the 
transmitters. This accomplishes inhibition or excitation. Biological learning is 
thought to occur by modification of these synaptic connections (Hubel, 1979). 
We speak of neurons as if all were identical. However, this is not the 
case. Neurons differ in many subtle ways depending on their function and 
location in the brain. The neurons can be separated into two broad classes. 
Those with spines on their dendrites and those without. The spiny types which 
make up 80% of the total, include the pyramidal cells and spiny stellate (star-
shaped) neurons. Those without spines include chandelier and basket cells 
(Crick & Asanuma, 1986). These different types of neurons can be found in 
different areas of the cerebral cortex. Synapses can be divided into two basic 
types, excitatory or inhibitory. Excitatory synapses are by far the majority, 
with all pyramidal cells which project across far distances being excitatory. 
Because of the many feedback paths, the inhibitory synapses are located at 
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strategic locations on the receiving neuron cell to override the excitatory inputs 
if necessary. 
2.1.2 Brain Architecture 
The cerebral cortex consists of two flat sheets of cells which are folded 
over to fit inside the skull. They are joined by a group of fibers called the 
corpus callosum. If spread out, the cortex measures approximately 1000 cm2• 
Each sheet is stratified and can be divided into four major layers; superficial, 
! 
upper, middle and deep. This stratification is consistent throughout the cortex, 
but there are variations in the amount of cells in each layer ( Crick & Asan uma, 
1986). 
An important area which serves as the switching center of the brain is the 
thalamus. It receives inputs from other parts of the nervous system and 
distributes signals to the rest of the brain. The thalamus also seems to enforce 
a sort of timing to the dispersion of signals to the rest of the cortex. In 
addition to the signals going out of the thalamus, there are reciprocal 
connections coming back to the thalamus. It is unknown what function these 
feedback connections serve. 
One aspect of special interest in neuronal function is lateral inhibition. 
This occurs when one neuron is excited, and it in turn decreases the liklihood 
that a neigh boring ( opposing) neuron will also be excited. This serves to 
"contrast enhance" the input. Many cognitive effects can be traced to this 
simple disabling mechanism. This effect secrns to be a local one, however, 
because most long distance connections apparently are of the excitatory type 
(Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1986). 
There are several places in the brain where there are topographical maps 
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from the periphery to the cortex. This means that sensory neurons which are 
adjacent on the hand, for example, will map to neurons that are close together 
in the cortex. These types of maps are used for frequency detection in hearing 
as well. This mapping feature was obviously deemed useful and was duplicated 
for use in several domains. Also, there is a general correlation between the 
sensitivity or resolution of a sense and its mapping region in the brain. For 
example, a much greater area is used for finger and thumb processing than for 
. 
toe processing. 
The layers of the cortex are also divided into vertical cylinders which seem 
to act as local input/output structures. Inputs to an area will generally come 
in on a specific layer and projections out of the cylinder will originate in a 
different layer. 
When parts of the nervous system are lesioned, there is a general effect of 
local neurons taking up the slack and of the processing being performed by a 
different set of neurons. 
' 
This is why the brain is so resilient to damage. 
There seems to be excess capacity or at least the capability to reorganize parts 
of the brain when necessary. 
2.2 Cognitive Science 
The field of cognitive deals with how people think, what the • science 
rnental processes are that allow us to learn, recall, plan, anticipate, and 
differentiate. One basic idea is that we differ from lower species because we use 
symbols. This symbolic processing is also the basis for conventional artificial 
intelligence techniques. But clearly, intelligence involves more than the 
processing of symbols. The symbols must be organized so that related symbols 
can be grouped into concepts, which can in turn be grouped into chunks of 
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information so that problems can be comprehended at different levels of 
abstraction. 
The concept of "schema" or "schemata" has been cited as a possible 
framework for describing this organization of ideas to allow higher abstractions. 
Artificial Intelligence also has "frames" and "scripts" which are based on this 
idea of grouping relationships among symbols. The neural net school • VIe\\'S 
thought as consisting of micro-features which are the elements or atoms of an 
idea. Related concepts would share many micro-features, differing only in the 
salient ones. Contrasting or opposite ideas would share few micro-features. 
The slot-and-filler representations of frames can be represented by neural nets if 
the fixed inputs . In a pattern of rnicro-features are thought of as bound 
variables, while unspecified micro-features, which will be instantiated during the 
course of the network's relaxation, are the unbound variables (Hinton & 
Anderson, 1981). 
Consciousness is modeled as a sequence of stable states of a network. An 
input is given to the network, which processes it by settling into a stable state. 
This sequence is repeated continually, with sensory input usually providing the 
succession of inputs. In vision, for example, the saccadic eye movements are 
performed in order to present constant updates to the retinal neurons. In other 
cases, the inputs could be presented from the brain itself, i.e., an internal 
feedback, as when we are reminiscing or holding internal conversations with 
ourselves. 
An essential component of human cognition is that of pattern matching. 
From recognizing a face in a crowd to following a conversation in a crowded 
room, we are performing an extremely sophisticated form of pattern matching, 
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one that present day computers can not 
even approximate. However, artificial 
neural nets are capable of pattern matchin
g at a very high level. Some theories 
attempt to explain all of human inteJl
igence in terms of pattern matching 
(Margolis, 1987). 
If the human nervous system is approach
ed as an information processing 
system, what are its components? Also, 
what does the system design look like? 
Somewhat. obviously, the inputs are the fiv
e senses: vision, hearing, smell, taste, 
and touch. The spinal column serves as 
the system backplane, with the brain 
acting as the CPU. The outputs are the
 motor neurons which control muscles. 
So, we sense something in our environrnen
t, process it, and react by moving our 
muscles. Actually, much sensory processin
g is done locally, right at the sensory 
organs. In v1s1on, for example, the ret
ina does preprocessing before it sends 
information down the optic nerve. This
 suggests a more distributed model, 
where input is processed to a certain level
 locally, and then it is transmitted to 
the brain (Lindsay, 1977). 
Our input and output can also be self-i
nduced. Imagining that we are 
being chased by a tiger in a jungle can increase our
 respiration, cause us to 
tense our muscles, and even bring on fati
gue. Reliving a vivid episode in our 
life can induce the exact same response,
 even though the input is produced 
solely from our memory. 
We sirr1ultaneously process inputs from th
e five senses, but our ability to 
focus on more than one modality at a 
time is limited. The Figure/Ground 
effect is a basic phenornena of human c
ognition which emphasizes this point. 
" 
For example, we are able to look at a sin
gle input stimulus and toggle between 
two very different interpretations. The 
most common example in the visual 
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system is that of the Necker cube. A cube is drawn in unshaded form and we 
can perceive its orientation in one of two ways. We can toggle between 
interpretations, but we cannot see both at once. Another example involves the 
auditory system. When we are in a room full of people at a party, we are 
able to "zoom in" on only one conversation at a time. The conversation we 
are involved in (as speaker or listener) is figure, all others are ground. One 
last example of figure ground effect is that of interpretation of the following 
sentences. 
Trust shrinks. Exercise smarts. 
In the first sentence, we are told either to have confidence in psychiatrists 
or that we are losing confidence in someone. The second sentence suggests 
either that we use our brains or that physical workouts can lead to sore 
muscles (Waltz & Pollack, 1985). 
Another common experience is that of after-effects. If you stare at a 
bright light for a while and then look at a white surface you will still see the 
object, only in the complementary color. If the original is blue, the afterimage is 
yellow. If it is black, then you will see white. If you stand in a doorway with 
your arms at your side and press hard against the side jambs, when you step 
out of the doorway, your arms will slowly rise. Both effects are caused by 
fatigue of the stimulated neurons. When the stimulus is removed_,/ the ,, ,-{' ... 
complementary neurons take over. 
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2.2.1 Neural Information Processing 
Knowing the architecture of the brain and some of the ways people react 
to stimuli, we can then look at the neural system and attempt to explain how 
it processes the information. To date, most of the research has dealt with the 
input/output systems of the body, the five senses and motor control. This is 
because the neurons involved in these areas are somewhat larger than the 
interneurons, and also because the interconnections are easier to delineate. 
Many details of neural processing were gained by studying simpler animals, such 
as the frog and the horshoe crab. 
The sensory cells can be divided into two types. First are the receptor or 
transducer cells which convert the external physical signals into a neural output. 
Second are the neural cells which combine or integrate the input signals. The 
neural cells are said to have a "gain" and a background rate at which they fire. 
While individual cells can be studied, it was found that cells were grouped into 
functional units consisting of approximately ten to a hundred neurons. These 
groups of neurons are called ganglia. 
In the retina, on-center, off-surround fields are units which cause an ( 
increase in activity when an impulse is presented to the center of the ganglia. 
Impulses to the surrounding area cause a decrease in activity, and there is a 
quick burst of activity when the impulse is removed. Because the nervous 
system is highly symmetrical, there are almost an equal number of 
complementary units called off-center, on-surround units. 
One of the most important processing functions provided by ganglia in the 
retina is that of feature detection such as edge detection, slit detection, and 
orientation. Similarly we have groups of cells in the auditory processing centers 
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which discriminate between different frequency bands. These cells are organized 
into a tomographic map with adjacent neurons responding to adjacent 
frequencies. 
While these types of feature analysis are powerful, we also make use of 
context to help us disambiguate input. It is not clear how this is used in the 
brain. But there are cells called chandelier cells which have inhibitory 
connections to up to hundreds of cells. Presumably a chandelier cell can be 
used to disable one "context" when appropriate. 
2.2.2 Memory 
The human memory system is actually several integrated types of memory 
systems, each optimized for its function. These memory units are distributed 
throughout the brain so that the mailbox model used in computer science and 
current computer architectures does not apply. These memory subsystems 
. 
~ 
include sensory memory, short term memory (STM), and long term memory 
(L TM) (Lindsay, 1977). 
Perhaps the most widely studied and recognized aspect of human memory 
is its associative properties. When a single word or picture is presented to 
someone, a whole set of related emotions and ideas are triggered. It is this 
associative aspect which is thought to play a key role in letting context regulate 
memory recall. 
The time it takes for the input sensory system to process input is often 
longer than the duration of the input stimuli. 1~heref ore, there is a very 
detailed sensory storage system which holds the input data while it is being 
processed. It lasts approximately 250 msec. The short 
• term memory, 1n 
contrast, can last several minutes, but its storage capacity is limited to 
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approximately six items. We can maintain information in short term memory 
indefinitely by consciously rehearsing the items. But, time and effort is required 
to insert new material into long term memory, and simple repitition of 
information will not • insure that it is learned. It seems that it must be 
associated with other existing memories in order to get caught in the associative 
mesh. This associativity of memories is the basis for the semantic network 
.. 
models which are related loosely to neural nets. L TM is probably the most 
important memory subsystern in the brain because it plays a major part in our 
development as human beings. 
There are several possible reasons that we forget things. One is that as 
we receive new information, it interferes with the old memories and causes 
degradation. Another is that the memory decays slowly over time. A final 
possibility is that we "lose" the 
unable to access them. 
2. 3 Philosopl1ical Questions 
2.3.1 Mind-Body Problem 
. . 
memories, 1.e., they still exist but we are 
As soon as we start talking of machines that learn, we are confronted 
with the philosophical questions of the propriety of such an act. Are we taking 
things too far? Are we treading on ground reserved for God? And if we can 
envision and postulate an organization of machine elements which can exhibit 
human-like qualities, are we lessening our worth? 
The earliest philosophers pondered our powers of cognition and postulated 
that there were two entities involved with thought. First there was our brain, 
given the undeniable fact of its existence, and then there was the "mind stuff," 
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the gift from God, which separated us from lower life forms. 
Plato posited that Reality was set apart from the physical world. He said 
there must be an ,., Ideal"' world where the perfect prototype of a tree, dog, or 
bird existed, and that what we encountered in our daily lives were instances of 
those things, but imperfect copies of the original. Descarte was convinced that 
true Reality was what our inner selves thought it was. Whatever we thought 
was real, was real. In this concept he was noting that whatever we think, feel, 
or see, comes to us through our senses. For example, a blind person's reality 
might be very different from a sighted person's. 
Getting back to the idea of the mind-brain problem, if we have a physical 
\ 
brain and a metaphysical mind, how do they interact? If the interface is j 
_/ 
physical, then the mind must be physical. If not, then what is the interface? 
This problem has proven a thorn to mind-body dualists from the start. The 
history and details of this dilemma are beyond the scope of this paper, but an 
interested reader might consult Churchland (Churchland, 1986) for a detailed 
treatment of the issues. 
Another philosophical problem related to neural network implementations 
of thinking machines is whether mind states and brain states are the same. 
" 
That is, if we were able to set a brain to a particular state, could we produce 
a particular emotion? And is there only one brain state which maps to a 
particular mind state? When we think of an idea does our brain always go to 
the same configuration? Also, 
• 
1s one person's brain state equivalent to 
another's? 
Undoubtedly as neural networks progress, the philosophical and ethical 
questions will grow. But for now, we can use them as tools to °'€Xplore the 
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mechanism of human cognition, and, perhaps, shed some light on our own 
thought processes. Maybe Socrates' maxim "Know Thyself" will be achievable. 
2.3.2 Homunculus Dilemma 
If human cognition is different from lower form's because we use and 
manipulate symbols, then how are ideas or symbols represented in the brain? If 
we have some internal code which stands for dog how do we recognize that code 
as equivalent to dog? In short, who or what interprets our representations? If 
when we see an apple we have this movie screen where a picture of an apple 
appears, and a little man inside says "Oh, that's an apple," the problem then 
becomes, "How did the little man inside our head recognize the apple?" Did he 
have a little man inside his head and so on? This is the so-called homunculus 
dilemma. If there are represenations then there must be an interpreter. There 
must be a level where the representations mean something 'in themselves 
(Dennet, 1978). 
Symbolic computing has evaded this recursive trap by showing that at the 
lowest level, we could have logical devices. These, in turn, perform simple 
logical functions that can be built on to construct larger and more powerful 
machines. But there is still an executive which reads the "instruction" and 
interprets it. 
Neural networks offer a solution to this problem because the 
representations are the network, are the state, and are the weights of 
interconnections between units. There is no executive overseer, just a collection 
of peons, if you will, who look at their inputs and generate an output. This 
would seem to provide a solution to the homunculus dilemma. 
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2 .4 Sl1mmary 
In summary, artificial neural networks have a strong foundation in the 
neurophysiological basis of human cognition. They exhibit many human 
cognitive traits and solve some problems which are difficult, if not impossible, 
to remedy using conventional von Neumann computers. Though they are based 
on neurophysiology, they are not meant to be models of the brain, only a more 
accurate architecture than serial corr1puters. They offer hope for solving tasks 
such as pattern recognition, voice processing, and speech understanding, for 
which conventional artificial intelligence has been unable to provide suitable 
solutions. 
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Chapter 3 
A Look at Several Neural Net Models 
3.1 Linear and Non-Linear Associative Memories 
The simp]est type of neural model is the linear pattern associators 
described by Anderson (Anderson, 1981). This model consists of two ]ayers of 
units and is based on the idea that mental states can be represented by vectors. 
The memory consists of a two dimensional array which represents the synaptic 
connections between nodes. Connection V\1 eights are changed based on Hebb's 
rule, which states that when one cel1 excites another repeatedly, a change takes 
p1ace in thP synaptic connection so that the likelihood of this occurring again is 
increased. This rule builds a relationship between associated nodes, which is 
reflected by their interconnection strengths. 
An associative memory relates two vectors, f and g, so that when / is 
later presented to the memory, g is produced. The interconnection weights are 
stored in a two dimensiona] symmetric array, A. In an N-dimensional array, N 
orthogonal vectors can be stored. Learning consists of presenting two vectors, 
the recall vector f, and the learned vector g. The connection weights are then 
modified so that the association between f and g is retained. This model 
assumes symmetric connections, i.e., the synaptic weight from node i to node j 
is the same as from node j to node i. 
Assume we have two sets of N neurons, a]pha and beta, and every neuron 
in alpha projects to every one in beta. We also have an interconnection 
matrix, A. With neurons numbered l .. n, we store their interconnection weights 
in A .. , where i is in set alpha and j is in set beta. Additionally, we specify the 
IJ 
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\ values of the matrix to be real numbers so that positive weights signal 
excitatory connections and negative weights represent inhibitory connections. 
When a vector pair f,g is presented, we change matrix A by using the formula 
!:J.A .. = nf.Tg., where n is a learning parameter (n=l) so that !:J.A = n gfT. To 
IJ J I 
teach the system we present f and g and calculate the delta matrix by !:J.A = 
gfT, and to retrieve information, we simply multiply f by the connectivity 
matrix A, so that g = fA. 
See Figure 3-1 for a simple example of this type of linear associative 
memory (Anderson & Hinton, 1981). 
3.1.1 Delta Learning 
Another simple learning model uses the delta learning (Widrow-Hoff) rule. 
This model also uses a two dimensional array to represent the learned 
information. However when a vector pair is presented for learning, the input 
vector f is presented to the system and the connectivity matrix is modified by 
the error (or delta) between the produced output and the desired output. The 
system is then cycled until it converges on the desired output. For the tests I 
did, the matrix was a 10 by 10, and it took three presentations, on average, 
before a pair was learned correctly. This system exhibits behavior similar to 
short term memory. The most recently learned pairs will be reproduced most 
accurately, while "'older" memories will slowly degrade. 
More formally, instead of !:J.A = gfT 
. 
as 1n the linear model described 
above, we use the error signal !:J.A = n(g-Af)fT, so that we learn thr difference 
between what the system output is and what it ought to be. This system 
usually converges to a least-means-square approximation of the linear system. 
31 
Given three vector • to associate pairs • • 
£1 - [ .00 -.16 -.2Q .88 -.2Q -.16 .00 
gl - [1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 
f2 - [ .00 .00 -.06 -.OQ -.30 .00 .SQ 
g2 - [ . OC1 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
f3 - [-.23 -.23 -.23 . 14 .66 .66 .14 
S3 - [ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
1.00 
The connection matrix A • generated by 1S 
A=-L gkfkT = 91f1T + 92f2T + 93!3T 
k 
A= 
.066 .066 .065 -.033 - .132 
.056 .077 .OQ8 -.183 -.088 
.056 .098 .145 -.288 -.027 
-.033 -.183 -.288 .810 -.168 
-.132 -.088 -.027 -.166 .491 
- .132 -.110 -.088 -.051 .369 
-.033 -.033 -.088 -.059 - .185 
.055 .056 .055 -.033 -.132 
.065 .056 .072 -.001 -.044 
.056 .056 .064 -.020 -.088 
To recall g 1 we take 
- . 132 -.033 
-.110 -.033 
-.088 -.088 
-.061 -.05Q 
.369 -.186 
.338 .07Q 
.079 .811 
- .132 -.033 
- .132 -.297 
-.132 - ,-165 
.oo .00 . 00] 
.oo .00 .00] 
.oo -.30 - . 16] 
.oo .oo . 00] 
-.23 -.23 - . 23] 
1.00 1.00 1.00] 
• 
.065 .065 .066 
.055 .065 .066 
.065 .072 .064 
-.033 -.001 -.020 
-.132 -.044 -.088 
-.132 -.132 -.132 
-.033 -.2Q7 -.166 
.055 .055 .066 
.065 .143 .ogg 
.066 .OQQ .077 
g1 = f 1TA = jl.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 .03 .03 .00 -.02 -.02 -.02] 
Taken from (Anderson & Hinton, 1981) 
Figure 3-1: Example of a Linear Associative Memory 
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3. 2 Back-Propagation Models 
During the late sixties, a book "Perceptrons" by Minsky and Pappert 
(Minsky & Pappert, 1969) brought research in neural models to a virtual halt. 
In their book, they provided detailed analysis of Rosenblatt's Perceptrons and 
proved that their power was severely limited (Rosenblatt, 1962). However, their 
treatment was primarily of two level systems consisting only of input and 
output units. At the time, there was no known algorithm for teaching weights 
for a multi-level network. The generalized delta model proposed by Rumelhart 
and Hinton provides a means for finding the weights for hidden units, allowing 
multi-level networks of unlimited computing power (Rumelhart, Hinton & 
Williams, 1986). 
This model is a feed-forward network consisting of three types of units. 
There are input units, hidden units, which receive inputs only from the outputs 
of other units, and output units, which may receive inputs from anywhere. 
This learning model involves two passes through the network. First the 
input is presented, and the stimulus is passed though the network until the 
output units are reached. Here the difference between the desired output, and 
the actual output value is computed. A correcting error signal is passed back 
through the network, adjusting weights accordingly. As stated earlier, this 
model supports networks with an arbitrary number of layers of nodes. 
The weight change rule used in the back propagation model is based on 
the Widrow-Hoff ( delta learning) rule. Rumelhart and Hinton refer to their rule · 
as the "generalized" delta rule, because their modification allows multiple hidden 
layers of units. The generalized delta rule performs a gradient descent 
• 1n n 
space. A semi-linear activation function is used called the logistic function. 
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0 .=-------
PJ ~ 
1+ -(L.., W .. O .+r.) e . J& pi J 
i 
The term , is the threshold of the unit. A momentum term o is added 
to the model so that ~ W .. (n·+I) = n(b . o .) + o~w .. (n). The learning rate n 
. JI PJ pl JI 
is set between 0. 25 and 0. 75 . · 
A learning cycle would be as follows : 
1. Present the input vales to the input nodes. 
2. The output of input nodes equals the input values. 
3. The output of hidden nodes equals 
I 
0 .=-------
PJ ~ 
I+ -(L,..W .. O .+r.) e . JI pt J 
t 
4. Calculate the values of successive levels of hidden units using the 
same logistic activation function as above. 
5. Present the desired ouput value, t .. 
PJ 
6. Calculate the ouput ~rror as b . = (t . - o .)o .(1 - o .) 
l PJ PJ PJ PJ PJ 
7. Calculate the error signal for hidden units as 
b .=o .(I-o .) 'b kwk. 
PJ PJ PJ L.,, P J 
k 
I reproduced the experiments shown by Rumelhart using Pascal for the 
three and four unit Exclusive OR, and for the parity checker. In the exclusive 
OR problem, the network was presented with all possible input patterns (binary 
00, 01, 10, 11) along with the correct output value. After approximately 400 
presentations of the input patterns, the network learned the desired function by 
configuring its interconnection strengths and unit thresholds to produce the 
correct output for a given input pattern. 
This learning model has some important limitations. As the number of 
layers of hidden units increases, the computation time . increases dramatically. 
34 
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Also, it requires an omniscient who knows the correct output at all 
-
times. This is hardly to be expe.ct i a real environment. While this does 
place constraints on its use in "real-time" environments, it would be possible to 
"'<···· 
teach an involved function on a test machine. Once the network has configured 
itself, you could simply copy that piece of network into other machines, thereby 
transferring the knowledge to every other machine. See Figure 3-2 for an 
example of a back-propagation network that can add 2-bit binary numbers. 
3.3 Cooperative and Competitive Model 
This model consists of input units and several layers of other units. Each 
layer has only excitatory connections with the next layer, and is divided into 
non-overlapping clusters of M units. Only one unit in each cluster may respond 
to an input stimulus. All other units in the cluster are inhibited. This type of 
model can classify an input stream into M unique sets (Rumelhart & Zipser, 
1986). 
Because the units within a cluster are mutually inhibitory, only one can 
turn on. This is called a winner-take-all situation. Note that this configuration 
is supported by brain physiology. All the units in a cluster receive inputs from 
the same lines. A unit "learns" if and only if it wins the competition with the 
other units in the cluster. 
The stimulus pattern presented to the network is a series of l's and O's. 
Each unit has a fixed amount of positive weights distributed among its input 
lines. The weight on the line connecting unit i on the upper layer to unit j on 
the lower layer is designated W ... 
lJ 
A winning unit learns by shifting a 
proportion of its weight from its inactive lines to its active lines. If a unit 
loses the competition, no learning takes place. 
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' · Minimal network for adding two two-bit binary numbers. There are four 
input units, three output units, and t\VO hidden units. The output patterns can be viewed 
as the binary representation of the sum of two two-bit binary numbers represented by the 
input patterns. The second and fourth input units in the diagram correspond to the low-
order bits of the two binary numbers, and the first and third units correspond to the two 
higher order bits. The hidden units correspond to the carry bits in the summation. The 
hidden unit on the far right comes on when both of the lower order bits in the input pat-
tern are turned on, and the one on the left comes on when both higher order bits are 
turned on or when one of the higher order bits and the other hidden unit is turned on. 
The weights on all lines are assumed to be + 1 except where noted. Negative connec-
tions are indicated by dashed lines. As usual, the biases are indicated by the numbers in 
the circles. 
Taken From (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) 
Figure 3-2: Diagram of a Back-Propagation Network 
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O if unit j loses on stimulus k 
~w = (3.1) 
ij g( cik/ nk)-g( wi1) if unit j wins on stimulus k 
Note: cik = I if it is in stimulus pattern and unit i in the lower layer is 
active, and zero otherwise. nk is the number of active units in the pattern. 
There are several problems with this model as pointed out by Grossberg 
(Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987). One is that if the input set is not controlled, 
unlearning can occur because the model does not know when to stop adjusting 
its weights. Also this network can be temporally unstable, i.e., it can respond 
differently to the same input if presented at different times, depending on the 
time course of its training set. 
3.4 Grossberg Adaptive Resonance Theory Model 
The Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) model developed by Stephen 
Grossberg perhaps the "realistic" terms of cognitive model 
• In . IS most 
performance ( Grossberg, 1987). Dr. Grossberg has been active in this area of 
research for over thirty years. His goal is to produce biologically plausible 
models of human learning and cognitive performance. The mathe1natical 
derivations of his models show that several new models are just special cases of 
his "additive" model. His models predict much experimental data on human 
performance in a variety of modes. Grossberg's research has dealt mainly with 
continuous non-linear systems. 
An ARrf model consists of 2 layers of units along with an attentional 
subsystern which rnonitors strong mismatches between input patterns and learned 
critical feature patterns. This subsystem acts as a watchdog for novel situations 
while ignoring noise in the learned inputs. When a need arises to discriminate 
at a finer level of detail, the attentional subsystem "resets" the system, which 
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causes it to treat the input as a new pattern :to be learned. The network also 
allows direct access to previously learned • categories. Hence there is no 
degradation in recall times as more patterns are learned. The model can 
develop the level of detail needed for a particular application th.rough a 
vigilance parameter. ART is a spacial code, which allows subset-superset 
relations. The ART model maintains dynamic mode sensitivity, which would be 
useful in light varying conditions, for example. 
Grossberg feels problem • serious that the stability cited earlier is a 
deficiency of almost all current learning models. The network's plasticity allows 
the learning to be washed away by irrelevant or incorrect training data. His 
ART model solves this stability-plasticity problem by adaptively switching 
between its stable and plastic modes. When an input is presented to the 
network, it generates a bottom-up and then a top-down trace. If there • IS a 
large mismatch between what is presented to the system and what was 
expected, then the attentional subsystem will force learning of a new prototype 
code. If the patterns are similar then it will be taken as a noisy version of 
some previously learned prototype. The amount of mismatch which is allowable 
can be defined by a vigilance parameter. 
The ART model also allows patterns to be part of larger patterns or to 
be whole patterns in themselves. For example, the letter "I" can be part of 
many words, or a whole word by itself. The development of subset and 
superset relations in critical feature patterns is a function of the self-scaling 
properties of the system. 
The ability to directly access the learned codes is another feature of this 
model. People can access memories in a relatively linear time even after a 
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]ifetime of ]earning without the growing search times associated with standard 
computer science storage algorithms. 
The ART mode] is re]ative]y complicated. The fol1owing sequence of 
events is necessary to carry out a computation in the model (Grossberg, 1987). 
First an input pattern is presented to the bottom (F 1) layer of units. This 
pattern is transformed by bottom-up long term memory traces into a pattern 
which is presented to the upper layer of units (F2). The upper layer of units 
then "contrast enhance" this input pattern and gate it by top-down L TM traces 
to present it to the Fl layer again. This represents the pattern the system 
expected to see. At this point the Fl units perform what is called the 2/3 
rule. The bottom-up and top-down patterns are combined with the signal from 
the attentional subsystem. If there is a big mismatch, the units in the F2 ]ayer 
will be reset. This will allow the original pattern to reassert itself and force 
the ]earning of a new critical feature pattern. If the mismatch was slight, then 
the matching critical feature pattern will be reconstructed and presented as 
output. Refer to Figure 3-3 for a block diagram of an ART network and a 
detailed description of its operation (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987). 
This model is completely described by non-linear differential equations 
along with several parameters. The following equations describe the short term 
and long term memory dynamics. 
n n 
cj_x . = - A . x . +' f .( x .) B .. z .. + - ' g .( x .) C .. z .. - + I. dt , , i L 1 1 Jt Jt L 1 1 Jt Jt i 
j= 1 j=l 
ll__z .. = - F .z .. + G .. f. ( x.) h .( x .) dt IJ tJ tJ tJ t t J J 
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Search f.or a correct F, code: (a) the input pattern I generates the specific STM ac-
tivity pattern X at F, as it nonspecifically activates A. Pattern X both inhibits A and gen-
erates the output signal pattern S. Signal pattern Sis transformed into the input pattern T, 
which activates the STM pattern Y across F,. (b) Pattern Y generates the top-down signal 
pattern U which is transformed into. the template pattern V. If V mismatches I at F,, then a 
new STM activity pattern X* is generated at F,. The reduction in total STM activity which oc-
curs when X is transformed into X* causes a decrease in the total inhibition from F, to A. 
(c) Then the input-driven activation of A con releose a nonspecific arousal wave in F2, which 
resets the STM pattern Y at F,. (d) After Y is inhibited, its top-down template is eliminated, 
and X can be reinstated at F,. Now X once again generates input pattern T to F,, but since Y 
remains inhibited T can activate a different STM pattern Y* at f,. If the top-down template 
due to Y* also mismatches I at f,, then the rapid search for an appropriate F, code continues. 
Taken From (Grossberg, 1987) I , 
Figure 3-3: Diagram of an ART network 
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3.5 Hopfield Nets 
John Hopfield has been instrumental in generating interest in neural 
network models. He has traveled extensively, spreading the word of the power 
and possibilities for this type of computing. 
The Hopfield networks are based on the idea of symmetric connections 
between units, and asynchronous updates of the units (Hopfield & Tank, 1986). 
11opfield networks have been implemented in hardware and lend themselves to 
analysis similar to dynamic systems. This model treats neurons with graded 
responses and those with action potentials with the same set of coupled 
nonlinear differential equations. 
N 
~L C. - T. f .( u .) - ( u . IR ) + I. tdt t] J J t t t 
j=l 
where (i = l, ... ,N) 
This model has been used as an associative memory and also to solve 
optimization problems. The units use a hard limiting activation function that 
forces the outputs to the range -1 to + 1. One weakness of this network is that 
it can only store .15N patterns (where N = number of units in the network) 
without loss or degradation of the stored patterns. Also, Hopfield networks are 
susceptible to falling into local minima. See Figure 3-4 for examples of two 
Hopfield networks, a 4-bit A/D converter and a linear_ programming circuit 
(Tank & Hopfie]d, 1986). 
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The 4-bit A/D converter computational network. The analog 
input voltage is x, while the complement of the digital word V3 V2V1V0 
which is computed to be the binary value of x is read out as the O or 1 · 
values of the amplifier outp11t voltages. l 
VARIA8L ES 
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I 
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- D41 - D42 
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- 021 -022 
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- 011 - 0,2 
~ .. ~ TTT -
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\9/ \9/ \t/ \t/ \t/ \t/ 
V1 
The organization of a network v,hich v.·ill solve a 2-variahh: 
4-constant linear programming problem. 
Taken From (Tank & Hopfield, 1986) 
Figure 3-4: Examples of Hopfield Networks 
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3.6 Boltzmann Models 
The Boltzmann machine model was developed by Sejnowski and Hinton 
(Sejnowski, 1986). It is based on the idea of relaxation searches or large scale 
I ) 
ronstraint satisfaction problems, where the network is supplied with partial 
information (i.e. partial state), and the network "relaxes" into a global energy 
rninima, thereby producing the rest of the state which "solves" the problem. 
1"his network can be viewed as computing an optimization problem by 
reducing the cost function by seeking new network states. The goal is to find 
the cornbination of unit values which satisfies all of the constraints and 
minimizes the cost function. In this network the global energy of the system is 
defined as 
E=-' w .. S.S.+' r.S L__ tJ 1 J L__ t t 
i<j 1 
where w .. is the strength of the connection, s1• is the state of the ith unit (0 or lJ 
1), and ri is the threshold. 
The Hopfield network updating rule is changed so that the probability of 
whether a particular unit will turn on is a Boltzmann distribution as follows 
1 
Pk I [l+e-~Ek ~ 
where T is the parameter which describes the temperature of the system. Using 
an annealing schedule to gradually reduce the value of T is equivalent to 
heating up a metal and letting it cool down. 
problems with local minima. 
This is done to avoid any 
These networks are probabilistic and work very well in noisy environments. 
Whether a unit turns on is a function of its inputs, its threshold, and a 
probability activation function. 
The Boltzmann machine is trained in two passes like the back-propagation 
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model. First, the units are clamped to their desired or taught values and 
simulated annealing is used until a thermal equilibrium is reached (T = 1). 
The clamped units are then unclamped, and another round of simulated 
annealing is performed. The weights are then changed by taking the difference 
between the connection weights for the clamped and unclamped passes. It 
should be noted that this is a very expensive algorithm. Not only are two 
passes necessary, but the simulated annealing schedule 
• 
can require many 
iterations within each pass. 
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Chapter 4 
Applications of Neural 
~ 
Networks 
While neural networks have proven interesting as tools for modeling 
human cognition, in order to attract research funds they must prove themselves 
economically useful, i.e., either by solving problems in a more efficient manner 
than conventional AI techniques or by solving otherwise intractable problems. 
'fhe past year has seen a flurry of activity in the commercialization of neural 
network technology. This includes venture capital funding of startups such as 
l1echt-Nielson Neurocomputers, Synaptics, and Neuraltech, Inc. These companies 
are trying to show neural networks are not just an interesting toy but solvers 
of real-world problems. 
Neural networks are actually an old technology. The ADELINE model, 
which was developed by Widrow in the 60's, is the basis for the devices used 
by the phone companies to cancel echoes caused by impedance mismatches. The 
first neural network based company, called Adaptronics, was founded in 1961, 
and during the l 960's, neural networks were used in applications ranging from 
missile guidance, to self organizing controllers, to a steel mill process controller 
which is still used (Shrier, Barron, Gilstrap, 1987). 
While they have been around for years, there has not been a centralized 
literature on neural network research. Papers have been presented in a variety 
of journals in many different disciplines. This fragmentation has been a 
hindrance to the resurgence of research in this area, with many researchers 
being unaware of other relevant findings. This state-of-affairs is changing 
however. Recently a new society, the International Neural Network Society, was 
formed. It will publish a journal which will serve to provide a centralized 
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forum for publishing interdisciplinary research on neural networks. Also, several 
conferences have been held recently, focussing solely on neural systems. 
As part of my thesis research, I attended the IEEE First International 
Neural Network Conference (ICNN) in San Diego, California in June, 1987. 
The turnout for the conference was over 1400 registrants, which reflects the 
growing interest in the field. The conference was extremely 11pbeat, featuring 
nurr1erous tutorials, a variety of technical . sessions, and a small but active 
exhibition area. Neural network luminaries present included Stephen Grossberg, 
David Rumelhart, Teuvo Kohonen, and John Hopfield. 
The tutorials included sessions on adaptive resonance networks, associative 
n1ernory, knowledge processing, and speech processing. In addition, sessions 
( 
i dealt with applications of neurocomputers, using neural networks for adaptive 
robotics and computational vision, and optical neurocomputer design. 
One tutorial • session I attended dealt with the applications of 
neurocomputers. The presentation was given by Robert Hecht-Nielson, a co-
founder of Hecht-Nielson Neurocomputers, Inc. He formerly headed the research 
in neural networks at TRW, ,vhere he developed the first neural network 
workstations. He feels that interest in neural nets is based on the economic 
potential of the technology, and that, in order for them to prosper, they must 
deliver viable solutions to real problems. Also, neural network technology is a 
{ ~'· 
supplement to current digital processing techniques, not a replacement. Just as 
large computers have array processors or floating point accelerators, they will 
have neural net based associative memories and inference processing. 
Technical sessions at ICNN focussed on self organization, cooperative and 
competitive network dynamics, knowledge processing, learning algorithms, and 
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network architectures. Also, papers on neurobiological connections, ad
aptive 
resonance, vision, speech recognition and synthesis, electrical neuroco
mputers, 
robotics, and combinatorial optimization were presented. The breadth
 of the 
subject matter points out the diversity in the field with researchers in Computer 
Science, Cognitive Science, Physiology, and Mathematics present 
at the 
conference. 
Fo1lowing is a survey of current applications of neural network technol
ogy. 
Many of the examples cited are taken from presentations at th
e ICNN 
conf er.ence and represent the latest work in those areas. 
4.1 Robotics 
NASA has just let a contract with Neural Systems, Inc. to study the use 
of neural networks in space robotics applications. Neural nets are u
seful for 
inverse kinematics problems because they learn by example. They can
 account 
for inconsistencies and non-lineararities in joint movement and link tolerances. 
Neural Systems has published a package of test programs, called AWAR
ENESS. 
It contains three different models, for categorizing, generalizing, and o
ptimizing 
applications respectively ( Josin, 1987). 
Neural networks are also being used for controlling robot manipulato
rs. 
Using the Hopfield network scheme for compensation, Tsutsumi, a
t Tokyo 
University, has developed a system which can plan collision-free paths 
in three 
space {Tsutsurni & Matsumoto, 1987). This interesting scheme uses virtual 
obstacles to steer the manipulator around real objects. 
lberall, at the Hartford Graduate center, is studying prehension, 
the 
grasping of objects. This model uses Ar bib's schema theory ( unit of motor 
control) and the parametric data· of Jeannerod et al, which shows that motions 
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consist of two distinct phases. The arm first moves to the neighborhood of the 
target with fingers open, then the hand zooms in at constant velocity on the 
object, and the fingers close. This study uses the concept of a "virtual finger" 
and involves an inverse kinematics problerr1. This model uses Amari, winner-
take-all, 2-D excitation fields (lberall, 1987). 
In another interesting application, Ek miller, of West Germany, created a 
system that uses analog threshold elements in a triangular lattice to learn to 
write by "watching" someone else write. It is a 2-D motor program generator 
(Eckmiller, 1987). 
4.1.1 Adaptive Control 
Neural networks can be used for servo control to solve some difficult 
problems. Often there are no accurate rnodels of the physical system as it is 
being designed, references are not precisely known, and there are large amounts 
of noise in the system. Basically, there are two types of uncertainty that must 
be dealt with, the unknown and the random. Researchers at CalTech propose 
to learn the unknown part of uncertainty (Psaltis, Sideris, & Yamamura, 1987). 
Present adaptive control methods are based on conventional control. But 
~ 
neural networks, which have a large capacity to assimilate sensory data and 
which can learn, offer advantages. During training, the neural net is placed in 
the feedback loop. As the network learns, the system becomes more of a feed-
forward system, much like human motor control. 
Kawato has developed an inverse dynamics rnodel using a hPterosynaptic 
plasticity rule·; that allows learning without a teacher. This sytem was 
successfully applied using a Unimate rr1odel 260 robot with a HP 9000 as the 
controller. The desired trajectory (joint commands) was learned without a 
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teacher. Approximately 43 non-linear transformations are required for the 
I I 
manipulator dynamics equations. With a learning time of thirty minutes, the 
neural network system achieved both faster and smoother performance than 
conventional control. The inverse dynamics takes the place of a feedback loop, 
changing the system to feed-forward. This system has six degrees of freedom, 
and uses only 925 synaptic weights. It resulted in a computation time 100 
times faster than the computed time (Kawato, Furukawa, Miyamoto & Suzuki,)\ 
1987). 
4.1.2 Sensor Processing 
Neural networks are particularly well suited to processsing sensor data. 
Their capability to ignore noise and in some cases actually use it to advantage, 
makes them perfect for inherently noisy data. Feature detection, or recognition 
of patterns in the input allow neural networks to identify objects in noisy vision 
scenes. 
4.1.3 VITE Model 
The VITE model of motor control was developed by Daniel Bullock and 
Stephen Grossberg (Bullock & Grossberg, 1987). It stands for Vector 
Integration to Endpoint model. This model attempts to explain how human 
motor control is accomplished. It explains how muscle group synergies which 
are required for coordinated movements consist of sequences of staggered 
contractions. Major concepts in this model include a "GO" signal which 
determines the velocity of the motion, a target position command (TPC), and a 
present position command (PPC). This model refutes the spring-to-endpoint 
rnodels and is shown to have support from the results of several physiological 
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motion studies. All motions are planned in joint space, not cartesian space. 
Also it is primarily a feedforward model, generating the "outflow" signal to the 
muscles, and using the feedback or "inflow" signal only for fine-tuning motions. 
4.1.4 Pellionisz Model - Tensor Theory 
Because most conventional robotics systems plan motions in cartesian x,y ,z 
space, there are many calculations performed to translate this into the 
appropriate motor commands to move the joints. These cartesian- to-joint 
position calculations are called kinematics. Dr. Andras Pellionisz of New York 
University feels that we should plan motions in joint space. He presents a 
system using tensor analysis, to show how the human brain could perform the 
transformations necesary to move multiple joints (Pellionisz, 1987). 
He presented an example of a neural network controlled model of a cat's 
head, which contains thirty muscles (30 D space) in an extremely non-
orthogonal space. Looking at the known architecture of the cerebellum, 
Pellionisz postulates that the cerebellum was designed for making space 
transformations. He uses tensor analysis involving conjugate tensors and 
covarient metric tensors to solve this basically non-Euclidian geometry problem. 
At the ICNN, he also showed an impressive film of a human skeleton head, 
manipulated by seven muscles, and controlled by a neural network. The 
movements of the head and jaw were very natural. One other aspect of 
physiological systems is that they are overcomplete systems. This means that 
there is more than one way to reach a position. This fact usually complicates 
conventional robot controllers, but the neural nets naturally find the closest 
C 
joint configuration which allows achieving the desired position. Pellionisz also 
showed a film of a Puma robot performing motions which were very humanlike.' 
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4.1.5 Path Planning 
Research at Oak Ridge National Laboratory has dealt with path planning 
for an autonomous vehicle. The system is based on template matching to 
determine the robot's location. . This research is examining whether neural 
networks can be used to anticipate terrain features, and whether they can be 
used in relaxation path planning. 
First the robot network is trained to learn sensor sonar data and converts 
it into a cellular ·array. When the robot enters a room, it gets the best fit by 
rapid approximization of a map. Problems such as when the local line of sight 
is occluded must still be solved. 
They use a global model data base and Hermes II on a 64 node 
hypercube. First, the robot scans the room and a composite pattern is created. 
Then they overlay a grid pattern to form a 3-D envelope of movement cells. 
The network uses simulated annealing to optimize ( Jorgensen, 1987). 
4.2 Vision 
Conventional vision processing consists of a camera which views a scene 
and converts it into a matrix of binary pixel values. Powerful computers are 
then needed to scan over this data, looking for patterns in the pixels to 
determine edges, match patterns, etc. Again, this is an area where neural 
networks shine. Neural networks are basically pattern matchers. 
Mingolla of Boston University talked about a system based on adaptive 
resonance theory. The boundaries in the scene are first extracted, then the 
features are "filled in" by the system. This model is in support of a theory of 
the human visual system called the boundary /feature system. 
One problem which limits conventional pattern recognition systems based 
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on pixel values, is that as lighting changes, the pattern's signatu
re also changes. 
This makes the signatures for the same scene, if taken with di
fferent lighting 
levels, look like completely different patterns, thereby causing pr
oblems of non-
recognition. People, on the other hand, are very adept 
at what is called 
"discounting the illuminant." Todrovic, using the boundary
 system/feature 
system model of Grossberg has shown how a suitably configure
d network will 
exhibit this kind of performance. 
MIT Lincoln Laboratories is using Grossberg adaptive resonance 
networks 
to look at sensor data from laser radar. The calculations requi
re computation 
of approximtely 800,000 nonlinear differential equations which tak
e 12 hours to 
perform on a VAX 8600. They predict that the same comput
ations can be 
done on a hardware implementation of the adaptive network
 achieving 30 
frames/ sec, assuming 1 msec per node processing time (Kolodzy & Yan Allen,
 
1987). 
Fukushima's NeoCognitron is a neural model which is able to 
recognize 
characters or numerals in pixel patterns. His network 
has forward and 
backward connections, with the backward paths serving as a funct
ion of selective 
attention. It consists of two type of cells. The S ce
lls .are for feature 
extraction, while the C cells compensate for position error. Th
e NeoCognitron 
can eliminate noise and restore an incomplete pattern (Fukushima, 1987). The
 
primary application is in recognizing handwritten characters. 
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4.3 Speech Translation 
Speech translation or machine translation was one of the first goals of 
artificial intelligence. After some 30 years no reliable translation system is 
available. Teuvo Kohonen, Helsinki Finland, has developed a neural net system 
which translates Japanese speech to text. He has been involved in neural 
network research for many years. The network is trained by presenting 
"productions," and a context sensitive database is created. Kohonen estimates 
that 1 OK to 30K rules were automatically ]earned during training. 
This system is a true "Gutenberg machine" in that it deals character by 
character. It is a continuous speech recognizer in real time on a PC class 
computer with a neural net coprocessor (Kohonen, 1987). The model deals with 
context sensitive translation of Japanese to text by looking at 4 or 5 adjacent 
letters (l,evenstein Distance Algorithm). It is a hierarchical system starting at 
•' 
level 0. If conflicts exist, it goes to the next level. The average context size 
was 2.5 letters, with a maximum of 8 letters. It produces 90% correct results. 
He showed ,a· quite irnpressive demonstration film, showing the system running 
and translating in real-time . 
.. 
4.4 Natural Language 
Natura] language interfaces between man and machine have been under 
' 
study for years. Systems have been developed such as semantic grammars and 
• 
augmented transition networks, to try and interpret natural language by 
computer. The understanding part has been split into modules, including syntax 
4 
and semantics. But these serial modules have not been able to perform the 
necessary processing, especially not in a reasonable an1ount of time. 
Waltz and Pollack show that, language is a system of multiple constraints 
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(Waltz & Pollack, 1985). When we are looking at text we are simultaneously 
looking at it in terms of syntax, semantics, and context. Neural networks are 
natural constraint satisfaction machines. Values of different units can be seen 
as hypotheses, and as the network settles, the interpretation becomes more set. 
4.5 K11owledge Processir1g 
Voevodsky 
f>!ato / Aristotle. 
has developed a knowledge processing system called 
,.,.d ,., 
1 ea vectors. 
In this system, information is entered as text files consisting of 
rJ'he Plato (teacher) system presents these idea vectors to the 
Aristotle ( neural net associative rnemory) system. This system uses the inherent 
fuzzy logic nature of neural nets to deal with incomplete knowledge, giving best 
guesses as answers. Also it gives confidence factors to its answers, telling just 
how much it has guessed. 
Another system was developed where a mass of medical case histories was 
presented to a nerual network system. The neural network was able to find 
patterns in the inforrnation and, when queried, was able to answer questions 
about medical diagnosis. It was not told rules explicitly, rather it extracted 
them from the information patterns. 
4.6 Optimization 
Hopfield and Tank at A TT Bell labs have presented several papers 
discussing the uses of neural networks for solving the traveling salesman type 
problems which are susceptible to combinatorial explosion. By using the energy 
function concept, they show how a network can settle into a state which 
produces a good answer to this type of problem, in a time span that is 
amazingly fast (Tank & Hopfield, 1986). 
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4. 7 Hardware lmple1nentations of Neural Networks 
Carver Mead was a pioneer in the development of digital VLSI circuitry, 
and so he played a major part in the digitization of most analog systems. 
However, he is now con viced that analog circuitry is the way to go when 
modeling human performance. Mead made a very strong case for analog 
computing in general. As a plenary speaker at the ICNN, he presented a 
detailed analysis of the human retina, and he showed a demonstation film of a 
silicon implen1entation, with outstanding results. 
physiological data as basis for further work. 
4. 8 S111r1n1ary 
He suggests we use 
The range of applications and the depth of the problems being attacked 
are evidence that artificial neural networks can solve real-world problems. 
There is a surprising vitality to this field, which was in a state of decline for 
many years. 
The most important element that will make neural networks feasible is the 
development of massively parallel computers which can be configured in various 
ways. This will allow the inherent parallel nature of neural models to be used 
to advantage, and will spur development of commercial systems. 
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Chapter 5 
A Neural Network Simulator 
As part of my research, I implemented several neural network models in C 
and Pascal. While the implementations were rather straightforward, it was 
awkward to get the data displayed in an intelligble manner. My joy at getting 
the back-propagation model working was tempered when I called my wife in to
 
see the streams of numbers scrolling across the terminal screen. "Wh
at's 
that?," she asked. Couldn't she see that it was a three bit parity checker? 
With each new model, I found myself spending at least half of the time 
creating debugging statements which would display what was happening inside
 
the model. Once I had proved to myself that these models worked and, more
 
important, that I could make them work, I tended to focus on reading abou
t 
them rather than implementing them. 
I read with great interest about the P3 simulator ( Zipser, 1986) and saw a 
demonstration of it at the ICNN. There were also several other simulators 
talked about at the show and indeed one of my goals was to obtain such a
 
simulator. Alas, it was not to be. The simulators all seemed to be written in
 
Lisp and to run on hardware not available at Lehigh. 
5 .1 Functional Requirements of the Simulator 
At this point I decided to design and build a simulator in Smalltalk-80 
which could run on the Tektronix 4404 AI workstations we had in our Al Lab. 
My goal was to develop a graphical interface shell, develop several network 
model modules, and have some time to play with the modules to try some
 
experiments. 
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1,he major design goal was to support neural network experimentation. 
Toward this end, the simulator had to allow configuring new network topologies, 
' 
.,I 
and specification of all parameters. It also had to assist by displaying the 
information in a logical form for any network topology, and by having the 
capability of saving results. Also, because different data sets are often used for 
training and for testing, loading and saving the training data was a necessary 
function. 
The focus of this simulator was somewhat different than the others I had 
seen. While they seemed to concentrate on specifying a single module, I wanted 
to build a library of modules and let the simulator allow interconnection of 
those modules. It would be a Macro Simulator. Once a network model was 
coded in Smalltalk and added to the module library, it could be used as a plug-
in component in a larger neural network consisting of several modules. It was 
felt that higher-order functions could be achieved by using the strengths of each 
particular neural module type in a building block fashion. 
5. 2 The Sn1alltalk-80 Language 
The Smalltalk-80 language is an object-oriented langauge. It is based on a 
small • number of concepts, which are applied consistently across the whole 
system. The discussion of the simulator below makes reference to Smalltalk 
terininology and as a prelude, a brief introduction is in order here. 
Smalltalk 's vocabulary includes the terms, object, message, class, instance, 
and rnethod. (;oldberg and Robson say that the rneanings of these five terrr1s 
are so intertwined that to understand any one of them, you must understand all 
of them ( Goldberg & Robson, 1985). 
An object is the basic component in the Smalltalk language. It has some 
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private memory (called instance variables), and a set of operations or procedures 
(called methods). The methods are invoked by sending messages to the object. 
A new type of object can be created by specifying a Smalltalk class, which 
defines the mc~ssages (and methods) the object understands, and which defines 
any local variables. A particular object is created by making an instance of the 
object's class. 
Programs in Smalltalk involve creating objects, and sending them messages. 
Some example Srnalltalk statements follow: 
sets variable sum= 4 
increments variable index 
sum<- 1 + 3 
index<- index+ 1 
index max: 4 
testArray <- Array 
testArray at:3 
sends message "max" with param "4" to index 
new:6 creates an array with 6 elements 
puts the string in array element 3 
put: 'Entry at position 3' 
sum<- 0 
1 to:10 do[ :i I sum<- sum+ i J sums numbers £ram 1 to 10 
One other Smalltalk concept which is important is the idea of a "form." 
A "form" is an object which stores a graphic bitmap used by the system to 
display images. For a thorough description of Smalltalk-80 see Goldberg and 
Robson (1985). 
5.3 Design 
The whole idea of neural networks is based on the fact that the processing 
units are independent processors, and that most learning algorithms can be 
implemented . 1s an ideal inforination local the unit. This using only to 
application for the object-oriented programming style of Smalltalk. 
The user interface is a major part of the simulator. The Smalltalk 
environment has powerful applications interface facilities, built upon the base of 
a three-button mouse interface and pop-up menus. The PopUpMenu class is 
used throughout, and the advanced capabilities of the bitmapped graphics on the 
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Tek 4404 are also used to advantage. 
5.3.1 Neura1Simulator 
The Neura1Simulator functions are contained in the Neura1Simulator class. 
A single instance of the class implements the user interface, creates the 
NeuralNetwork, and handles loading and storing of networks. There are several 
instance variables in a N eura1Simulator object. These include executionMode 
(which can take on the values run, step, or continue), numberOJSteps (which 
is the number of steps if in step mode), and simForm (which is the graphic 
Form for the simulator). Also, there is a single global variable Network, which 
is a pointer to the current NcuralNetwork instance. 
The ~curalSimulator contains the main menu which allows the following 
functions: 
I. Create a Network - This selection creates a NeuralNetwork object. 
It also automatically asks for the specification of an lnputModule. 
The lnputModule is a NeuralModule made of loUnits, a type of 
NeuralUnit used for transferring data. The lnputModule gets its 
inputs from the NeuralNetwork instance variable dataSet. DataSet is 
a collection of training or test vectors that is either specified 
manually or loaded from an external file. 
2. Configure a Network - This option sends a message to Network to 
configure itself. See NeuralNetwork for a complete description of the 
configure submenu. 
3. Load a Network - This option first asks for verification to make sure 
that the user wants to destroy the current NcuralNetwork (if one 
exists). Then it pron1pts for a filename of a NeuralNetwork 
specification file, which is then read in. This recreates the original 
net.work including all connection weights and its graphical layout. 
This feature allows halting a simulation and resuming at a later 
time, or saving a NeuralNetwork which is completely trained. 
4. Save a Network - This option prompts for a filename in which to 
store the current NeuralNetwork. If the file already exists, the 
system asks whether you want to overwrite it. 
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5. Run/Continue a Simulation - This selection displays a submenu 
which apows the following choices: 
a. Run a Simulation - This selection prompts to check whether 
you really want to reset the NeuralNetwork and start a new 
simulation. Resetting the network will reinitialize the 
connection weights in those modules which are in "training" 
mode. 
b. Continue a Simulation - This option continues a simulation 
from the next data input, without resetting the connection 
weights. 
c. Step through a Simulation - This option allows the user to 
specify the nurnbcr of cycles to run. 
d. Perform a single test cycle - This prompts for a single input 
vector, \V hich is used as the input for a single cycle of the 
network. 
5.3.2 NeuralModules 
The NeuralNetwork object .contains two or more instances of 
NeuralModules or NeuralModule subclasses. Each NeuralModule subclass is 
coded in Smalltalk and is available as part of a Module Library. When a new 
NeuralModule class is added to the library, it must provide the means for 
complete configuration within the context of a network. This includes specifying 
inputs to the module, setting learning parameters, and adding vectors to the 
module. Each module class must also provide the means of saving and 
restoring any instance variables which are unique qto the module. 
Each NcuralModule or subclass has several instance variables. These 
include narne, state (which is either training or recall), mod/ orm (which is the 
module's graphic Form), displayMode (which is a Dictionary that specifies all 
module display parameters). The most important instance variable is vectorList, 
which is an array of NeuralVectors. 
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The NeuralModule class also contains the menu for configuring a module. 
This is specific to the particular subclass or type of module. 
NeuralModules for 
• 
accessing instance variables, support messages 
configuring a module, and saving and loading a module. Subclasses must 
provide the means to save and load module specific instance variables. In 
addition, a display method is responsible for displaying the module. 
-
5.3.3 NeuralVectors 
Each NeuralModule contains one or more NeuralVectors. Neural Vectors 
are conceptually equivalent to layers of units. They provide a handy way to 
move data in chunks (as vectors) and to add some abstraction to the data flow 
in a module. Vectors are largely a convenience for propagating values or 
messages to the units in a module. 
The instance variables of a NeuralVector include name, activations (which 
is an array of the activation values of the units in the NeuralVector), vectForm 
(which is the graphic Form of the vector), and unitList (which is an array of 
Neural Units). 
When a NeuralVector is created, it is given both the number and type of 
NeuralUnits it should contain. So the specialization as to function of the 
. 
processing wholly contained 
• 
lll Neural Units themselves. units . lS the 
NeuralVectors are blissfully unawar<· of what type of units they contain. Many 
of the messages handled by the NeuralVectors are simply passed on to their 
Neural Units. 
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5.3.4 NeuralUnits 
The most basic element of a neural network model, the processing "unit," 
is represented by the class NeuralUnit. NeuralUnits are designed to be the 
stand-alone processors ideally specified by most modelers. Each NeuralUnit ( or 
subclass) contains all the information necessary for its operation. This includes 
the address (module#, vector#, unit#) of all inputs along with the activation 
function, the weight updating algorithm, and the access methods for information 
contained in the NeuralUnit. 
NeuralUnit's instance variables include name, activation (which is its 
current activation value), threshold ( for use by the activation function), 
unitForm (which is the graphic Form of the unit), and netlnput which is the 
sum of the inputs times connection weights). Perhaps the most important 
instance variable • In a NeuralUnit • lS inputs. This variable 
• 
1s an 
OrderedCollection of input records which look like (Module#, Vector#, Unit#, 
Input Value, Connection Weight). In this way, a unit can collect the Input Values 
on all of its input lines 1 and can rnodify the connection Weights on those lines. 
This basic mechanism allows easy implementation of almost all neural models. 
Methods exist to updateActivation and adjustWeights. UpdateActivation 
causes the unit to calculate the netlnput to the unit and then use its activation 
• 
function to set the value of the instance variable activation. Adjust Weights 
uses whatever learning algorithm is used by that NeuralUnit subclass to rnodify 
the values of the Connection Weights in the inputs collection. 
One subclass of NeuralUnit which is ubiquitous is the IOUnit. IOUnits 
perform no real processing, they are simply used to move data between two 
modules. Each NeuralModule subclass has a NeuralVector that consists of 
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IOUnits. It is used to go out of the module to read input values from other
 
modules. 
5.4 Development in a Smalltalk-80 Environment 
Before development of the Simulator could proceed, there was the small 
matter of learning Smalltalk. The excellent text by Goldberg and Robson, 
"Smalltalk-80, the Langauge and Its lmplernentation," made this a relatively
 
easy task (Goldberg & Robson, 1985). Because the whole system is built upon 
the idea of objects and messages, once the basic concepts were grasped, they 
were applicable across the board. 
After working in Smalltalk for several months, I must say that the object 
oriented paradigm becomes almost second nature. The biggest problem with 
using the Smalltalk system is learning how to find all of the methods availble
 
for use. Having chosen the Smalltalk system to develop the simulator, l would
 
certainly do it again. I do have some reservations about the speed of the 
simulator, but I think that is more a function of the simulations it i
s 
performing rather than weak processing power on its part. 
The incremental compiling allows extremely quick turnaround from edit to 
test modes. Also the immediate syntax checking speed the development proces
s 
corr1pared to edit/compile/link environments of other languages. The machine
 
"'correct" mode is a nice feature, but it is very slow and l seldom used it. I
t 
was faster to fix typos myself. 
Development of the simulator proceeded quickly. The first month was 
spent learning Smalltalk and getting familiar with the various user interface
s 
that would be required. l experimented with PopUPMenus and ActionMenus, 
with graphics to see what could be done as far as displaying the network wa
s 
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concerned, and with saving and loading objects into the system. At the same 
time, a functional specification of the simulator was written, including t
he basic 
design of the Smalltalk classes and objects necesssary to implement it. 
Once the superstructure of the simulator and network classes w
ere 
developed, a Bidirectional Associative Memory (BAM) module was attempted. 
Actually implementing a model and seeing the problems associated 
with it 
helped to further define and refine the design. Within two weeks, a
 simple 
BAM was functioning. However, the user interface still left much to be desired.
 
I devoted several weeks working on the capability to edit the graphica
l layout 
of the network so that information could be represented in a 
• perspicuous 
manner. This work allowed the activations to be displayed as text, or 
as white 
or black boxes. Similarly the connection weights could be displayed as 
text, or 
as white or black boxes scaled by the weight value. In addition, the d
isplay of 
both activations and weights could be disabled. Also, the units in 
a vector 
could be arranged in any shape, for example, as a grid. During this
 time a 
Classifier module as described by Zipser was implemented. 
The start of the third month of development saw the solution of t
he 
loading and saving of Network data. This was important because
 modules 
requiring a long time to train could be trained over a number of session
s. The 
\ 
back-propagation network was developed at this same time an
d was 
irnplemented quite easily in the context of the simulator. 
One problem course At 
. 
lTI the of developrnent. . maJor a
n 
arose 
intermediate stage, the saving and loading of network data was accornpl
ished. by 
doing a storeOn:aFileStream followed by a readFrom:aFileStream. St
oreOn: 
. 
lS 
the system method for saving an object on a file, and readFrom: is used to 
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recreate the object. This worked for the first month of development, but 
suddenly stopped working. I found that pointers in the modules to the owning 
network were creating an endless loop. The system would try to save the 
NeuralNetwork object and so would try to save the moduleList. This in turn 
tried to save a NeuralModule, but when it got to the instance variable that was 
pointing to the network, it tried to recreate a network! It took a while to 
figure out what was going on because the system would start writing out but 
then write and write and write. Control-C (halt) sornetimes worked but there 
were several times when I could not abort and the system kept writing to disk 
until it crashed. This is why the gloabal variable Network v.'as implemented. 
All of the modules just reference Network to send messages to the owning 
NeuralNetwork. 
This helped but did not completely solve the problem. As the size of the 
Neural Network grew, the saving and loading function stopped working again. 
Finally, I had to write my own methods for saving and loading the network. 
rfhese made use of storeOn: and readFrom: but tl1ere was intelligent control for 
rebuilding the network. 
5.5 Results 
The NeuralSimulator works. Time constraints did not allow using it for 
experimentation, but several example networks were developed including a BAM, 
the XOR and parity checker back-propagation networks described by Rumelhart, 
and the classifier network describe by Zipscr. In addition, it was possible to 
create dernonstration networks in a matter of minutes using the simulator. 
While I did not experiment extensively, it was still apparent that 
performance of the simulator was slow. Especially when numerical display of 
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the activations and weights was specified, the Simulator ran excruciating
ly 
slowly. However, simulations ran much faster when activations and weights 
were displayed as boxes. The conversions of values into text seem to be th
e 
time thief. For the back-propagation examples, I simply turned off all scree
n 
updates during training of the network. This helped speedup training tim
e 
considerably. To quantify the speed, it took approximately fifteen ( 15) minutes 
to train the 3-bit parity checker. 
Once the structure of the Neura1Simulator was in place, adding new 
modules was easy. While the back-propagation module was the most comple
x, 
it took the least time to develop. One disadvantage is that the researcher mu
st 
know Smalltalk to specify a network module. There is ongoing work 
in 
developing neural network compilers which would perhaps serve as a mo
re 
generic front end. 
The user interface was acceptable. The graphical representations of the 
networks while not superb, were more than acceptable, allowing easy· grasping 
of 
the current activity in the network. 
5 .6 Discussion - Proposed Changes and Enhancen1ents 
Perhaps the first thing I would do, given the time, is to make the 
Simulator work as a model-view-controller. This would allow access to all 
of 
the powerful interface utilities that are available in the SmalJtalk environmen
t. 
A relatively large portion of my time was spent developing interface code f
or 
the Simulator. 
Also, I think I would redesign the data flow between modules to remove 
the vectors of IOUnits from each module. This would speed up the simulatio
ns 
and reduce the network size. The graphic representations of the network sta
te 
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could be enhanced. Zipser's P3 for example has a "strip chart" mode whic
h 
shows the changes in a unit's act iv at ion over time. 
5. 7 lJsir1g the Siml1l11tor 
1~o run the Simulator you must first logon to a Tektronix 4404 
workstation. Next enter 'smalltalk <er>' and wait while smalltalk is loaded
. 
Then you must go to the system transcript under files and load two files to th
e 
systern. The first file is NeuralNet-Simulator.st and the second is NeuralNc
t-
Modules. Once they are loaded you have to open a workspace and typ
e 
'NeuralSmiulator new run', highlight it and 'dolt'. 
• 
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Chapter 6 
The Future of Neural Networks 
The future of neural network models is far from clear. However, the 
experiences with conventional AI should act as a restraint for those who feel 
that neural networks will "take over the world." If this paper has served its 
purpose, it should be clear that these models have a solid basis on other 
scientific fields, that even at this early stage they are capable of extremely 
interesting phenomena and are being actively studied for comrnercial 
applications. 
Digital computing has been around for over forty years, conventional Al 
' ' 
for over thirty years. Progress has been hard-earned and uneven. There is no 
reason to suspect that the application of neuralcomputers will be any different. 
While they are full of promise, the large scale assimilation of a proven 
technology takes years. Just the transition from a promising technology to a 
proven one can take many years. 
Reasearch will continue · on many fronts. The cognitive scientists will 
create models to try and fathom how we think, the computer scientists will 
create models to try to find better solutions to data processing appplications, 
and the mathematicians and engineers will try to both characterize these models 
and construct hardware implementations of them. In many ways, it is the 
di vcrsity of fields of interest that will insure that progress is made. The giant 
strides will be made by synergists who can relate the different findings into a 
cogent and coherent body of knowledge. 
Neural networks were a promising technology once before. In the early 
60's, they were the talk of the town, but they failed to live up to their press 
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and quickly faded from view. Care must be taken so the same thing does not 
happen the second time around. Already, headlines 
. 
In newspapers and 
magazines promise more than can be delivered. Scientists are naturally excited 
about their findings, and they perhaps, more than anyone, can fathom the 
possibilities that open with each new success. But, their enthusiasm must be 
tempered. What is needed is a sustained commitment for research in the field. 
It must be recognized that neural networks, like AI, are not a panacea. 
They will not solve every problem, nor will they always perform better than 
current methods for solving those problems. However, when applied to those 
problems which defy solution using current techniques, they may be able to 
supply acceptable performance. Neural networks, as they develop, will come to 
be seen as just another tool • In providing computer . science solutions to 
information • processing problems. A side benefit will be 
. 1n the deeper 
understanding we will gain of our own thought processes. 
It is arguable whether the day will ever come when man can develop a 
t 
robot with the capabilities of Daneel Olivaw, the hero in Isaac Asimov's "Robot 
Novels." But, if it does, he will probably have a "positronic brain" made out 
of neural networks. 
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The future of neural network models is far from clear. However, the 
experiences with conventional AI should act as a restraint for those who feel 
that neural networks will "take over the world." If this paper has served its 
purpose, it should be clear that these models have a solid basis on other 
scientific fields, that even at this early stage they are capable of extremely 
interesting phenomena and are being actively studied for commercial 
applications. 
Digital computing has been around for over forty years, conventional AI 
for over thirty years. Progress has been hard-earned and uneven. There is no 
reason to suspect that the application of neuralcomputers will be any different. 
While they are full of promise, the large scale assimilation of a proven 
technology takes years. Just the transition from a promising technology to a 
proven one can take many years. 
Reasearch will continue on many fronts. The cognitive scientists will 
create models to try and fathom how we think, the computer scientists will 
create models to try to find better solutions to data processing appplications, 
and the mathematicians and engineers will try to both characterize these models 
>' 
and construct hardware implementations of them. In many ways, it is the 
diversity of fields of interest that will insure that progress is made. The giant 
strides will be made by synergists who can relate the different findings into a 
cogent and coherent body of knowledge. 
Neural networks were a promising technology once before. In the early 
60's, they were the talk of the town, but they failed to live up to their press 
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and quickly faded from view. Care must be taken so the same thing does not 
happen the second time around. Already, headlines in newspapers and 
magazines pron1ise more than can be delivered. Scientists are naturally excited 
about their findings, and they perhaps, more than anyone, can fathom the 
possibilities that open with each new success. But, their enthusiasm must be 
tempered. What is needed is a sustained commitment for research in the field. 
It must be recognized that neural networks, like AI, are not a panacea. 
They wiJI not solve every problem, nor will they always perform better than 
current methods for solving those problems. However, when applied to those 
problems which defy solution using current techniques, they may be able to 
supply acceptable performance. Neural networks, as they develop, will come to 
be seen as just another tool in providing computer science solutions to 
information • processing problems. A side benefit will be • Ill the deeper 
understanding we will gain of our own thought processes. 
It is arguable whether the day will ever come when man can develop a 
robot with the capabilities of Daneel Olivaw, the hero in Isaac Asimov's "'Robot 
Novels."' But, if it does, he will probably have a "positronic brain" made out 
of neural networks. 
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Appendix A 
Listing of the Neural Network Simulator 
'From Tektronix Smalltalk-80 version T2.1.3b, of September 12, 1886 
on 12 November 1887 at 3:48:41 am'! 
Object variableSubclass: #NeuralModule 
instanceVariableNames: 'inputVector outputVector name vectorList 
state modForm displayMode inputsDisplayPt weightsDisplayPt' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: ' ' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Simulator' ! 
NeuralModule comment: 
'This class represents a functional block of a network. 
It consists of 1 or more NeuralVectors. 
' I . 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'loading/saving'! 
readFrom:aStream 
I numVectors unitType numUnits vect 
numVectors (aStream upTo: (Character tab)) asNumber . 
1 to: numVectors do: 
[ :i I numUnits (aStream upTo: (Character tab)) asNumber. 
unitType Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
vect NeuralVector reCreate:numUnits with:unitType. 
vect readFrom:aStream. 
vectorList addLast: vect]. 
inputVector Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
outputVector Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
name_ Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
state Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
modForm Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray . 
displayMode Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
weightsDisplayPt Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab) ) . ! 
saveModule:aFile 
aStream I 
aStream FileStream newFileNa.med:aFile. 
self storeOn:aStream! 
storeOn:aStream 
(self class) storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
(vectorList size) printOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
vectorList do: [ :i I i storeOn:aStream]. 
inputVector storeOn:aStream. aStream tab . 
outputVector storeOn:aStream. aStream tab . 
name storeOn:aStream. a.Stream tab. 
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\ state storeOn:aStream. aStream tab . 
modForm storeOn:aStream. aStream tab . 
displayMode storeOn:aStream. aStream tab . 
weightsDisplayPt storeOn:aStream. aStream tab.! 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
display 
' 
• 
"display a quadrangle indicating a module, also display a box for 
each vector" 
modForm display . 
'Module 'displayAt: ((modForm origin) + (202)). 
name displayAt:((modForm origin)+ ( 5002)). 
vectorList do: [ :i I i display J ! 
displayActivations 
vectorList 
do: [:iii displayActivationsAs:(displayMode at:#activations)J ! 
displaylnputs 
vectorList do: [:i i displaylnputs J ! 
displayWeights 
vectorList do: [:i Ii displayWeightsAs: (displayMode at:#weights)] 
• inverse 
"modForm insideColor:Form lightGray. 
self display"! 
normal 
"modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. 
self display"! 
updateDisplay 
((displayMode at:#activations) #off) 
ifTrue: [ self displayActivations]. 
((displayMode at:#inputs) -= #off) 
ifTrue: [ self displaylnputs J. 
((displayMode at:#weights) -= #off) 
ifTrue: [ self displayWeights J ! ! 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initialize 
"called by create: , normal setup" 
inputsDisplayPt 600300. 
weightsDisplayPt 2000300. 
inputVector Array new. 
outputVector Array new:1. 
state #training. 
vectorList OrderedCollection new. 
displayMode Dictionary new. 
displayMode at:#activations put:#text ; at:#inputs put:#off ; 
at:#weights put:#off. 
self initModule. "perform module specific init" 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Position and Size the Module'. 
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sel:f setModSize • 
self speclnputVector. 
initModule 
self subclassResponsibility! 
quit! 
relnitialize 
"called by reCreate: " 
inputsDisplayPt 500300. 
weightsDisplayPt 200@300. 
vectorList OrderedCollection new. 
displayMode Dictionary new. 
displayMode at:#activations put:#text ; at:#inputs put:#off 
at:#weights put:#off. 
self relnitModule. "perform module specific init"! 
relnitModule! 
' 
. 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
activationAtVector:vectorNum unit:unitNum 
"this message returns the activtions of a Neural vector" 
A(self activationsAtVector:vectorNum) at:unitNum activation! 
activationsAtVector:vectorNum 
"this message returns the activtions of a Neural vector" 
AvectorList at:vectorNum activation! 
ActivationsOn:aFileStream 
aStream out I 
out_ String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:out. 
vectorList do: [:i i activationsOn:aStream]. 
aFileStream nextPutAll:out! 
addlnput:anlnput 
• 
' 
"this message specifies 1 of the inputs to this Module in the form: 
( moduleindex moduleunit inputvalue inputweight) " 
inputs add:aninput! 
indexOf 
A(Network moduleList) indexOf:self! 
inputs 
n this message returns the current inputs to this module" 
A(vectorList at:1) inputs! 
inputs:anlnputSet 
"this message specifies 
in the form: 
all of the inputs tot's Module 
(( moduleindex moduleunit inputvalue inputwe'ght) < 
moduleNamePrompt 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter Module Name> 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
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centered: true 
action: [:answer 
initialAnswer: ''! 
self name:answer] 
name 
"return the symbolic name assigned by the user to this module" 
-name! 
name:aString 
"this message allows the user to specify a symbolic name for 
this module" 
name aString! 
offset 
"this message return the display offset of this module" 
-modForm offset! 
offset:aPoint 
"this message allows a relative offset to be assigned 
for this module" 
I oldOrigin 
oldOrigin modForm origin. 
modForm offset:aPoint. 
vectorList do: [:i i moveBy: (aPoint - oldOrigin)J ! 
setRecall 
state #recall.! 
setTraining 
state_ #training.! 
vectorList 
-vectorList! I • 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
addinputVector 
"this message will prompt for the size of the new vector and 
create it. It will then prompt to configure the inputs to 
all units in this vector. It will then add it to the vectorList 
if it has been configured properly" 
I size temp inputSpec startAt I 
Network showCurrentAction:'Add an Input vector'. 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter the vector size) ' 
displayAt: modForm origin 
centered: true 
action: [:answer 
initialAnswer: '' . 
• size 
temp ( NeuralVector create:size with:IoUnit) 
answer asNumber J 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Select inputs to the vector'. 
inputSpec _ self selectModuleVector. 
(inputSpec -= false) ifTrue: [ startAt _ self startAtPrompt. 
(startAt -= nil) ifTrue: [startAt 1]. 
temp maplnputs:inputSpec startingAt:sta~tAt. 
vectorList addLast:temp]. ! 
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addVector 
self addVectorOf:NeuralUnit! 
addVectorOf:aUnitType 
"this message will prompt for the size of the new vector 
and create it. It will then prompt to configure the inputs to 
all units in this vector. 
It will then add it to the vectorList if it has been configured 
properly" 
I size temp inputSpec 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Add a vector'. 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter the vector size) ' 
displayAt: modForm origin 
centered: true 
action: [: answer I size 
initialAnswer: '' . 
answer asNumber] 
temp ( NeuralVector create:size with:aUnitType) . 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Select inputs to the vector'. 
inputSpec self selectModuleVector. 
(inputSpec -= false) ifTrue: [ temp mapAlllnputs:inputSpec. 
vectorList addLast:temp]. 
changeStateMenu 
I sub I 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'training 
recall' 
lines:#(1) 
selectors:#( setTraining setRecall quit). 
[ self perform: (sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp:true 
withHeading: 'Select Module state')-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
i :fFalse: [3] ) ) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalse! 
configure 
self subclassResponsibility! 
selectModuleVector 
"this message will display a menu to select the a module 
then display a menu to select a vector 
it returns an orderedCollection of (module vector #units)" 
I a.Mod aVect input! 
aMod Network selectModuleMenu. 
(aMod -= false) 
ifTrue: [ aVect a.Mod selectVectorMenu. 
(aVect -= false) ifTrue: [ input OrderedCollection new. 
input addLast: (a.Mod indexOf). 
input addLast: ((a.Mod vectorList) indexOf:aVect). 
input addLast: ( aVect unitList size). 
A input] J 
ifFalse: ["false] ! 
selectUnitlndexMenu:inVector 
"this m~ssage displays a PopUpMenu consisting of the indices 
of the units in this vector. When a unit is selected, 
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its index is returned. 
If no unit is selected, False is returned" 
aVector uList aStream menu answer lineListl 
lineList _ Array new:( inVector unitList size). 
1 to:(inVector unitList size) do: [:i I lineList at:i put:i]. 
uList _ String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:uList. 
inVector unitList do: [:i aStream nextPutAll:(i name). 
aStream er .] . 
aStream nextPutAll: 'all units'. 
menu PopUpMenu 
labels:uList 
lines:lineList. 
menu startUp. 
answer menu selection. 
((answer-= 0) & (answer<= (inVector unitList size))) 
ifTrue: ["answer] 
ifFalse: ["false]! 
selectVectorMenu 
"this message displays a PopUpMenu consisting of the indices 
of the vectors in the module. When a vector is selected, 
it returns the vector. 
If no vector is selected, False is returned" 
aVector vecList aStream menu answer lineListl 
lineList Array new: ( vectorList size). 
1 to:( vectorList size) do: [:i I lineList at:i put:i]. 
vecList String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:vecList. 
1 to:vectorList size 
do: [:i aStream nextPutAll:((vectorList at:i) name). 
i<vectorList size ifTrue: [aStream er]]. 
menu PopUpMenu 
labels:vecList 
lines: (lineList ). 
menu startUp_:true withHeading:' Select a Vector'. 
answer menu selection. 
((answer-= 0) & (answer<= (vectorList size))) 
ifTrue: ['"'vectorList at:answer] 
ifFalse: ["false]! 
setModSize 
oldOrigin 
oldOrigin modForm origin. 
modForm _Quadrangle fromUser. 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray 
vectorList do: [:i I i moveBy: (((modForm origin)-oldOrigin))] . 
self display! 
specActDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of the parameter as specified" 
sub 
sub PopUpMenu labels: 
'Text 
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Off' 
lines:#(1 2 ). 
sub startUp. 
((sub selection) = 1) 
ifTrue: [displayMode at:#activations put:#text J. 
((sub selection) = 2) 
ifTrue: [displayMode at:#activations put:#box J. 
((sub selection) = 3) 
ifTrue: [displayMode at:#activations put:#off J. ! 
specDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of a module as specified" 
I sub I · 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Frame Module Configure 
Specify Inputs Display mode 
Specify Weights Display Mode 
Specify Activation Display Mode 
Vector Display Mode' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4 6) 
selectors:#( setModSize specinputsDisplayMode 
specWeightsDisplayMode specActDisplayMode specVectDisplayMode 
quit). 
[ self perform: (sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp:true 
withHeading:, Configure Display Mode ')-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) . 
((sub selection) = 0). 
J whileFalse! 
specinputsDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of the parameter as specified" 
I sub I 
sub PopUpMenu labels: 
'Text 
Off' 
lines:#(1 2 ). 
sub startUp. 
((sub selection) -
((sub selection) 
1) ifTrue: [displayMode at:#inputs put:#text]. 
2) ifTrue: [displayMode at:#inputs put:#off] .! 
specinputVector 
I temp I 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Input vector size) ' 
displayAt: modForm origin 
centered: true 
action: [:answer temp answer asNumber J 
initialAnswer:'' . 
vectorList addLast:( NeuralVector create:temp with:IoUnit). 
inputVector Array new:temp! 
specVectDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of a vector as specified" 
I temp I 
temp self selectVectorMenu . 
(temp-= false) ifTrue: [temp specVectDisplayMode] .! l 
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specWeightsDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of the parameter as specified" 
sub 
sub_ PopUpMenu labels: 
'Text 
Boxes 
Off' 
lines:#(1 2 ) . 
sub startUp. 
((sub selection)=!) ifTrue: [displayMode at:#weights put:#text]. 
((sub selection)=2) ifTrue: [displayMode at:#weights put:#box]. 
((sub selection)=3) ifTrue: [displayMode at:#weights put:#off]. ! 
startAtPrompt 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter Starting Unit Index> ' 
displayAt: modForm origin 
centered: true 
action: [: answer 
initialAnswer: ''. 
asNumber! 
answer J 
... 
answer 
!NeuralModule methodsFor: 'execution'! 
learn 
self subclassResponsibility! 
recall 
self subclassResponsibility! 
reset 
self subclassResponsibility! 
senselnputs 
self subclassResponsibility! 
step 
(state 
(state 
#training) ifTrue: [self learn]. 
#recall) ifTrue: [self recall].! I . 
" -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
"' 
NeuralModule class 
instanceVariableNames: , , I . 
!NeuralModule class methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 
create 
I temp 
temp 
'"'temp 
super new. 
initialize! 
create:aNetwork 
I temp I 
temp 
"'temp 
super new. 
initialize:aNetwork! 
• 
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reCreate 
temp 
temp _super new. 
Atemp reinitialize! 
reCreate:aNetwork 
temp 
temp _super new. 
Atemp reinitialize:aNetwork! I • 
Object variableSubclass: #NeuralNetwork 
instanceVariableNames: 'moduleList dataSet inputVector 
outputVector name controlSequence netState offset netForm 
statusText ' 
classVariableNames: , , 
poo1Dictionaries: ' ' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Simulator'! 
NeuralNetwork comment: 
'This class represents a collection of Neural Modules 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'saving'! 
saveDataSet:aFileName 
aStream I 
aStream FileStream newFileNamed:aFileName. 
dataSet storeOn:aStream. ! 
saveDataSetPrompt 
, I 
. 
• 
"this message will display a prompt for saving a data set" 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Save the Data Set, 
Enter filename> ' 
saveModule 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [: answer 
initialAnswer: ''! 
self saveDataSet:answer] 
"first select which module to save, then select a filename" 
aModule I 
aModule (self selectModuleMenu). 
"Return the module selected to save " 
(aModule -= false) 
ifTrue: [ aModule saveModule: (self saveModulePrompt) J 
n send it the message to save itself"! 
saveModulePrompt 
"this message will display a prompt for saving a module." 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Save a Module, 
Enter filename> ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer I answer] 
initialAnswer: ''. 
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saveNetwork:aFile 
aStream I 
aStream FileStream newFileNamed:aFile. 
self storeOn:aStream! 
storeOn:aStream 
(moduleList size) printOn:e.Stree.m. aStream tab. 
moduleList do: [:i I i storeOn:aStream]. 
dataSet storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
name storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
contro1Sequence storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
offset storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
netForm storeOn:aStream. aStree.m tab. ! I . 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'loading'! 
loadConfiguration:aFile 
I aStream I 
" load a new module into the network" 
aStream FileStream oldFileNamed:aFile. 
moduleList addLast: (Object readFrom:aStream) ! 
loadDataSet:aFile 
I aStree.m 
"load a 
aStream 
data.Set 
new data Set into the network" 
FileStream oldFileNamed:aFile. 
(Object readFrom:aStream) ! 
loadDataSetPrompt 
"this message will display a prompt for loading a module." 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Load a Data Set, 
Enter filename) ' 
loadModule 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [: answer self loadDataSet: answer] 
initialAnswer: ''! 
"this message will display a prompt for loading a module." 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Load Module, 
Enter filename) ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer self loadModule:answer] 
initialAnswer: ''! 
loadModule:aFile 
I aStream 
" load a new module into the network" 
aStrea.m FileStream oldFileNamed:aFile. 
moduleList addLast: (Object readFrom:aStream)! 
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loadNetwork:aFile 
J aStream J 
"load a new module into the network" 
aStream FileStream oldFileNamed:a.File. 
moduleList addLast:(Object readFrom:aStream)! 
readFrom:aStream 
J numModules mod modType instVars J 
numModules (aStream upTo:(Character tab) ) asNumber. 
1 to: num.Modules do: [ : i J 
modType _ Object readFromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
mod_ modType reCreate. 
mod readFrom:aStream. 
moduleList addLast:mod J. 
dataSet _ Object readFromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
name_ Object readFromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
controlSequence _ Object 
readFromString: (aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
offset Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
netForm _ Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
netForm insideColor:Form gray.! ! ,· 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
display 
"display the network rectangle only" 
netForm display. 
'Neural Network 'displayAt:((netForm origin) + 
name displayAt:((netForm origin) + (100@4)). ! 
display All 
"for each module in this network, 
tell them to display themselves" 
self display. 
moduleList do: [:i i display J. ! 
showConfiguration 
self inspect! 
updateDisplay 
"for each module in this network, 
tell them to update the display themselves 
(204)) • 
Note: this message actually puts the data on the screen" 
moduleList do: [:i i updateDisplay J. ! 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'utilities'! 
createStatusText 
statusText 
Fuction: 
'Neural Network Simulator Status 
Action: 
showCurrentAction:aString 
J view aStream statString 
statString String new. 
• 1.nx 
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aStream ReadWriteStream on:statString . 
aStream nextPutAll:statusText; reset ; skipTo:S: 
inx _ (aStream position) + 1. 
• 
; skipTo:$: 
statString replaceFrom:inx to: (inx + (aString size) - 1) 
with:aString startingAt:1. 
• 
view DisplayTextView new model:statString asDisplayText. 
view translateBy:2600100. 
view borderWidth: 2. 
view insideColor: Form white. 
view display. 
view release! 
showCurrentFunction:aString 
I view aStream statString inx 
statString String new. 
aStream ReadWriteStream on:statString 
aStream nextPutAll:statusText; reset ; skipTo:$: . 
inx (aStream position) + 1. 
statusText replaceFrom:inx to: (inx + (aString size) - 1) 
with:aString startingAt:1. 
view DisplayTextView new model:statusText asDisplayText. 
view translateBy:260@100. 
view borderWidth: 2. 
view insideColor: Form white. 
view display. 
view release! 
showCurrentFunction:aString action:bString 
I view aStream statString inx 
statString String new. 
aStree.m ReadWriteStream on:statString . 
aStream nextPutAll:statusText; reset ; skipTo:$: . 
inx (aStream position) + 1. 
statusText replaceFrom:inx to: (inx + (aString size) - 1) 
with:aString startingAt:1. 
aStream skipTo:$: 
inx (aStream position) + 1. 
statusText replaceFrom:inx to: (inx + (bString size) - 1) 
with:bString startingAt:1. 
view_ DisplayTextView new model:statusText asDisplayText. 
view translateBy:260QlOO. 
view borderWidth: 2. 
view insideColor: Form white. 
view display. 
view release! 
showCurrentStatus 
I view 
view DisplayTextView new model:statusText asDisplayText. 
view translateBy:250@100. 
view borderWidth: 2. 
view insideColor: Form white. 
view display. 
view release! 
stringToArray:aString 
"this message converts a string into an array" 
aCollection aStream num 
• 
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aCollection OrderedCollection new. 
aStream ReadStream on:aString. 
[num aStream upTo:$ . 
"aStream skipTo:$ ." 
aCollection addLast: (num asNumber). 
aStream atEnd] whileFalse. 
AaCollection asArray! ! 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
activationAtModule:module vector:vectorNum unit:unitNum 
" this message returns the activation of a single unit" 
temp I 
temp self activationsAtModule:module vector:vectorNum. 
-temp temp at:unitNum! 
activationsAtModule:module vector:vectorNum 
" this message returns the activations for a vector 
at module/vectorNum" 
tempMod tempVect tempVList temp 
tempMod moduleList at:module. 
tempVList tempMod vectorLis~. 
tempVect _ tempVList at:vectorNum 
-temp tempVect activations! 
addModule:aModule 
moduleList addLast:aModule! 
addToData.Set:anlnput 
dataSet addLast:anlnput! 
contro1Sequence 
-contro1Sequence! 
contro1Sequence:an0rderedCollection 
contro1Sequence anOrderedCollection! 
dataset 
"'dataset! 
dataSet:anOrderedCollection 
dataSet 
moduleList 
-moduleList! 
anOrderedCollection! 
moduleList: aModuleList 
moduleList aModuleList! 
name 
"name! 
name:aString 
name aString ! 
I 
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I 
netForm 
"'netForm! 
netName 
J 
I 
(~ 
- "" FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter Network Name)~ 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint \ 
centered: true \ 
action: [:answer self 
initialAnswer: ''! 
offset 
"'offset! 
offset:anOffset 
offset anOff set. ! 
reset 
moduleList do: [:i i reset] . I . 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'private' 
initialize 
netForm Quadrangle origin:10@160 extent:1004@860. 
netForm insideColor:Form gray. 
self createStatusText. 
self netName; display. 
moduleList OrderedCollection new. 
moduleList addLast: (InputModule create). 
inputVector OrderedCollection new. 
outputVector OrderedCollection new. 
dataSet OrderedCollection new. 
self controlSequence:#(1 2). 
netState #training.! 
quit! 
relnitialize 
netForm _ Quadrangle origin:10Q160 extent:10040860. 
netForm insideColor:Form gray. 
self createStatusText. 
moduleList OrderedCollection new. 
inputVector OrderedCollection new. 
outputVector OrderedCollection new. 
dataSet OrderedCollection new. 
self controlSequence:#(1 2). 
netState #training.! 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'selecting' 
selectModuleMenu 
"this message displays a PopUpMenu consisting of the 
symbolic names of the modules in the network. When a 
module is selected, it returns the module. If no 
module is selected, False is returned" 
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aModule modList aStream menu answer lineListl 
lineList Array new: ( moduleLiet size). 
1 to: ( moduleList size) do: [:i I lineLiet at:i put:i]. 
modList String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:modList. 
1 to:moduleLiet size 
do: [:i I aStream nextPutAll:((moduleList at:i) name). 
i(moduleList size ifTrue: [ aStream er]]. 
menu PopUpMenu 
labels:modList 
lines:lineList. 
menu startUp. 
answer menu selection. 
((answer-= 0) & (answer<= (moduleList size))) 
ifTrue: [AmoduJeList at:answer] 
ifFalse: [Afalse] ! 
selectModuleType 
"this method returns a module of the type specified" 
sub 
sub PopUpMenu labels: 
'Output Module 
BAM Module 
BackProp Module 
Classifier Module' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4). 
sub startUp. 
(sub selection= 1) ifTrue: [AOutputModule create J. 
(sub selection 2) ifTrue: [ABAMModule create J. 
(sub selection 3) ifTrue: [ABackPropModule create]. 
(sub selection 4) ifTrue: [AClassifierModule create]. 
(sub selection O ) if True: [ A false] ! ! 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
addinputPrompt 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Input vector) ' 
dieplayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer I self addToDataSet: (self stringToArray:answer)] 
initialAnswer:' '! 
addModule 
"this message returns an instance of the module type selected" 
I temp I 
self showCurrentFunction: 'Add a Module 
action: 'Select Module type 
temp (self selectModuleType). 
(temp-= false) ifTrue: [ self addModule:temp]. ! 
addPairPrompt 
I inp out tempi 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Input vector) 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
, 
, 
• 
, 
action: [:answer I inp self stringToArray:answer] 
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I \ 
I 
' 
initialAnswer: ''. 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Output vector> 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
' 
action: [:answer I o~t 
initialAnswer:' '. 
temp Array new:2. 
self stringToArray:answer] 
temp at:1 put: inp ; at:2 put:out. 
self addToDataSet:temp! 
configureModule 
I aModule I 
self showCurrentFunction: 'Configure 
action: 'Select Module 
aModule (self selectModuleMenu). 
a Module 
, 
• 
"Return the module 
(aModule -= false) ifTrue: [ aModule 
selected to configure" 
configure]! 
configureNetworkMenu 
I sub I 
self showCurrentFunction: 'Configure the Network 
action: 'Make a Selection 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Enter/change network name 
Set Control Sequence 
Specify DataSet 
Reset the Network 
Add a Module 
Configure a Module 
Inspect Network 
Load a Module 
Save a Module' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8) 
, 
, 
• 
' 
selectors:#( netName setControlSequence dataSetMenu reset 
addModule configureModule inspect loadModule saveModule qui
t). 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAti (((sub startUp:true 
withHeading:' Configure a Module ')-=O) 
ifTru~: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [10])) . 
((sub selection) 0). 
] whileFalse ! 
dataSetMenu 
I sub 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Add an input vector 
Add an input/output vector pair 
Load a data Set 
Save the Data Set' 
lines:#(1 2 3) 
selectors:#~ addinputPrompt addPairPrompt loadDataSetPrompt
 
saveDataSetPrompt quit). 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
] whileFalse ! 
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' 
... " 
setControlSequence 
"allow the user to specify the update schedule for modules by 
specifying the module number order" 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter control sequence list> ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer lcontrolSequence (self stringToArray:answer)J 
initialAnswer: ''! 
!NeuralNetwork methodsFor: 'execution'! 
recall 
"this message will handle a single recall cycle for the 
network "! 
training 
"this message will handle 
network" 
a single training cycle for the 
set" "get inputs from data 
moduleList do: [:i I i sense Inputs • 
' 
1 earn J . ! 
" 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
- -- -- "! 
NeuralNetwork class 
instanceVariableNames: , ' 
!NeuralNetwork class methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 
new 
" " 
Network (super new). 
ANetwork initialize! 
reCreate 
Network (super new). 
ANetwork relnitialize! 
reCreateFrom:aStream 
Network (super new}. 
ANetwork relnitialize ; readFrom:aStream! 
Object subclass: #NeuralSimulator 
' • 
instanceVariableNames: 'executionMode numberOfSteps aim.Form' 
classVariableNames: , , 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Simulator' 
Neura1Simulator comment: 
'This class is the controller of the Neural Simulator 
Only one instance is ever created. 
It inturn, points to a single NeuralNetwork' ! 
• 
! Neura1Simulator methodsFor: 'loading' ! 
loadNetwork 
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"this message will load a network from an external file -
if a Network already is in the simulator, 
it will prompt before destroying it." 
aStream I 
(Network-= nil) 
ifTrue: [(self destroyNetworkPrompt) 
ifTrue: [ FillinTheBlank request: 'Load Network Specification, 
Enter filename) ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [: answer (answer -=' ') 
ifTrue~ [ aStream FileStream oldFileNamed:answer. 
self Network: (NeuralNetwork reCreateFrom:aStream) ] J 
ini tialAnswer: ' 'J J 
ifFalse: [ FillinTheBlank request: 'Load Network Specification, 
Enter filename) ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer (answer-='') 
ifTrue: [aStream FileStream oldFileNamed:answer. 
self Network: (NeuralNetwork reCreateFrom:aStream) J J 
ini tialAnswer: ' 'J ! ! 
!NeuralSimulator methodsFor: 'saving'! 
saveNetwork 
"this message will save a network object on an external file, 
in a form which allows it to be recreated" 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Save Network Specification, 
Enter filename) ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer (answer-='') 
ifTrue: [Network saveNetwork:answer]] 
initialAnswer: (Network name)! 
!NeuralSimulator methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
configureNetwork 
"if a network exists, allow configuration -
else display error message" 
(Network-= nil) 
ifTrue: [ Network configureNetworkMenu] 
ifFalse: [ self error: 'No network exists - cannot configure'] 
createNetwork 
"if a network already exists, 
prompt to make sure user wants to destroy it, 
then create a new network" 
(Network-= nil) 
ifTrue: [ (self destroyNetworkPrompt) 
ifTrue: [ Network (NeuralNetwork new) ]] 
ifFalse: [ Network (NeuralNetwork new) J. 
Network displayAll! 
destroyNetworkPrompt 
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• 
"this message will insure a network 
it returns true or false" 
• 1S not destroyed by accident. 
"BinaryChoice 
message: 'Warning - Current Network will be destroyed 
Do You Want to Destroy It?'! 
Network: aNetwork 
"set simulator pointer to the current network object 
NOTE: all units use this global var as a way of 
referencing each other" 
Network aNetwork! ! 
!NeuralSimulator methodsFor: 'execution'! 
continueSimulation 
executionMode #continue. 
self controller! 
controller 
"this is the main simulation controller. It uses the control 
sequence specified in the network to send messages to each 
module" 
sequence 
(self runCheck ) 
ifTrue: [((executionMode = #run) 
ifTrue: [[ self step. Sensor 
(executionMode = #step) 
(executionMode 
anyButtonPressed] 
#continue)) 
whileFalse]. 
ifTrue: [ numberOfSteps timesRepeat: [ self step. ] ] . 
J 
ifFalse: [ self error: 'Sorry - Network is not Configured '] ! 
quit! 
. 
run\J 1 
1. ' 
")This is the main method involved in running the Neural 
Network Simulator. 
this message displays the main menu of the Neural Simulator. 
the left or middle button must be pressed and released 
to select an item" 
• main 
self display. 
ActionMenu labels: • main 
'Create a network 
Configure a Network 
Load a network specification 
Save a network specification 
Run/continue a simulation' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4 ) 
selectors:#( createNetwork configureNetwork loadNetwork saveNetwork 
runSimulationMenu quit). 
[ self perform:(main selectorAt: (((main startUp:true 
withHeading:' Neural Simulator ')-=O) 
ifTrue: [main selection] 
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ifFalse: [6])) • 
((main selection) 0). 
J whileFalse ! 
runCheck 
"makes sure that it is ok to run a simulation" 
I ok I 
ok true. 
(Network= nil) ifTrue: [ok_ false]. 
( ( (Network dataSet) size) =O) if True: [ok 
" k I 0 • 
runSimulation 
answer 
:false] . 
"this message will insure reset the network weights of all 
units in training mode a prompt will insure no data is lost 
by accident" 
answer BinaryChoice 
message: 'Warning - Modules in training mode will be reset. 
Do You Want to Reset Connection weights?'. 
(answer= true) 
ifTrue: [ executionMode #run. 
Network reset. 
self controller]! 
runSimulationMenu 
sub 
Network displayAll. 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Run a new Simulation 
Continue an existing Simulation 
Step through a Simulation 
Perform Single Test cycle' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4) 
selectors:#( runSimulation continueSimulation stepSimulation 
singleCycleSimulation quit). 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt:(((sub.,.startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalse! 
singleCycleSimulation 
I newDataSet oldDataSet! 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Test input vector> ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer lnewDataSet Network stringToArray:answer] 
initialAnswer:'' . 
executionMode #step. 
numberOfSteps 1. 
(Network dataSet) addFirst: newDataSet. 
Network reset. 
self controller. 
(Network dataset) 
Network reset.! 
step 
removeFirst. 
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"this uses the control sequence specified in the network to 
send messages to each module , performing a single cycle step" 
sequence I ., 
sequence Network controlSequence. 
sequence do: [:i I ((Network moduleList) at:i )senseinputs J. 
((Network moduleList) at:2) step . 
Network updateDisplay! 
stepSimulation 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Step by> ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [:answer I numberOfSteps (answer asNumber)] 
initialAnswer: ((numberOfSteps) printString). 
executionMode #step. 
self display. 
self controller! ' 
!NeuralSimulator methodsFor: 'private'! 
init 
(Network isNil) ifTrue: [Smalltalk at:#Network put:nil]. 
NeuralUnit initialize. 
executionMode #run. 
I 
!NeuralSimulator methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
display 
o "this message will display the complete network" 
I box aStre am I 
box_ Quadrangle origin: (OQO) extent: (102401024). 
box insideColor: (Form darkGray). 
box display. 
" 'Neural Network Simulator' displayAt: (20040) . 
' Network: ' displayAt:(~200Q40 )." 
(Network-= nil) ifTrue: [ Network displayAll. 
Network showCurrentStatus.J 
ifFalse: [ J ! 
statusWindow:aString 
I view a.Stream! 
aStream ReadWriteStream on:aString. 
view DisplayTextView new model:aString asDisplayText. 
view translateBy: ((Network netForm origin)+ 300@0). 
view borderWidth: 2. 
view insideColor: Form white. 
view display. 
view release! ! 
"-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- "' 
NeuralSimulator class 
instanceVariableNames: , , I • 
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!Neura1Simulator class methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 
new 
"'super new init! 
' 
. 
''. 
Object subclass: #NeuralUnit 
instanceVariableNames: 'inputs externa1Input activation threshhold 
name netinput unitForm' 
classVariableNames: 'BoxForm CircleForm ' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Simulator'! 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'private'! 
init 
inputs OrderedCollection new. 
activation 0.0. 
threshhold 0.0. 
name 'UnNamed Unit'. 
unitForm Quadrangle origin:O@O extent:20@20. ! 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'configuration' 
positionUnit 
unitForm moveTo:( 
unitForm display. 
Sensor waitClickButton · 
' 
cursorPoint). 
setUnitSize 
unitForm _Quadrangle fromUser. 
unitForm insideColor:Form white 
self display! 
specUnitDisplayMode 
• 
"this method sets the display mode of a vector as specified" 
sub 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Position Unit 
Frame Unit' 
lines:#(1 2) 
selectors:#( positionUnit setUnitSize quit). 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp:true 
withHeading:' Configure Unit Display Mode 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
J 
((sub selection) 
whileFalse! 
ifFalse:[3])). 
0). 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'displaying' 
display 
unitForm insideColor:(Form white) 
displayActAsBox 
(activation<= 0) 
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display! 
') -=O) 
------------------- -------· ------------ ··-·--- --- --· -- ··- .. 
! 
ifTrue: [unitForm insideColor:(Form white) ; display] 
ifFalse: [unitForm insideColor:(Form black) ; display J. ! 
display Activation 
' 'displayAt:( (unitForm origin) + (6Q6)). 
(activation printString) 
displayAt:((unitForm origin) + (606))! 
displayActivationAs:aShape 
(aShape = #text) 
ifTrue: [ self displayActivation J 
ifFalse: [ (aShape = #box) ifTrue: [self displayActAsBox]] 
displayinputsAt:anOffset 
I aStream aString I 
aString String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:aString. 
self inputsOn:aStream. 
aString displayAt: (anOffset + (unitForm offset) + (0@100))! 
displayNetinputsAt:anOffset 
((self netinputs) printString) 
displayAt:(anOffset + (unitForm offset))! 
displayWeights:an~fset 
I aBox aForm tmpOff tmpWeights aRect whiteBox blackBox I 
tmpOff offset+ anOffset. 
tmpWeights self weights. 
tmpWeights do: [:i I (i >= 0) 
ifTrue: [BoxForm white ; displayAt:tmpOff] 
ifFalse: [BoxForm black; displayAt:tmpOff]. 
tmpOff tmpOff + (3000)] ! 
displayWeightsAsBoxAt:anOffset 
I tmpOff tmpWeights box tmpBoY. orgl 
box Quadrangle origin:000 extent:20@20. 
tmpOff unitForm origin. 
tmpWeights self weights. 
tmpWeights do: [:i I (i >= 0) 
ifTrue:[ tmpBox box insideColor:Form white ; 
£False:[ 
tmpBox 
tmpBox 
tmpBox 
tmpOff 
scaleBy:(i abs). 
moveTo:(anOffset +tmpOff); display] 
box insideColor:Form black; scaleBy:(i 
moveTo: (anOffset+ tmpOff) ; display]. 
tmpOff + (30@0)] ! 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
activation 
Aactivation! 
activation:aValue 
lastActivation activation. 
activation aValue! 
activationOn:aStream 
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activation printOn:aStream. 
aStream er! 
addinput:anlnput 
inputs add:anlnput! 
externa1Input 
"'externallnput! 
externallnput:aValue 
"the external inputs of a Unit are really an array of records, 
with each entry completely specifying the external inputs 
source -- such as 
(module# vector# unit# value connectionWeight )" 
externallnput aValue! 
inputs 
"'inputs! 
inputs:aninputSet 
"the inputs of a Unit are really an array of records, 
with each entry completely 
specifying the inputs source 
(module# vector# unit# value 
inputs anlnputSet! 
-- such as 
connectionWeight)" 
inputsOn:aStream "-) 
aStream er. 0 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ 1 to:inputs size 
do: [:i I ((inputs at:i) asArray) printOn:aStream]J 
ifFalse: [ (inputs asArray) printOn:aStream]. 
aStream er! 
lastActivation 
"'lastActivation! 
moveBy:anOffset 
unitForm moveBy:anOffset.L 
name 
"name! 
netinput 
"'netlnput! 
offset 
"'unitForm origin! 
offset:aPoint 
unitForm moveTo: aPoint! 
threshold 
"'threshhold! 
threshold:aValue 
threshhold aValue! 
-
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"'unitForm! 
weights 
"retrieve the weights from each units' input list" 
I temp tmpOut I 
tmpOut _ OrderedCollection new. 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ inputs do: [:i I tmpOut addLast: (i at:6)] ] 
ifFalse: [ tmpOut addLast: (inputs at:6) J. 
"'tmpOut asArray! 
weights:aValue 
"set the weights in each units' input list to aValue" 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ inputs dt!'o: [:i I i at:6 put:aValue] J 
ifFalse: [ inputs at:6 put:aValue]. ! 
weightsOn:aStream 
"retrieve the weights from each units' input list" 
((self weights) asArray) printOn:aStream. 
aStream er! 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'execution'! 
adjustWeight:input 
" input= (mod vect unit invalue weight) adjust the weight by 
weight= oldweight + (inval * activation)" 
input at:6 put: ((input at:6) + (activation* (input at:4)))! 
adjustWeights 
inputs do: [:i I self adjustWeight:i] ! 
calcNetinput 
I input 
input 0.0. 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf: OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ inputs do: [:i I input input +((i at:4)*(i at:6))]] 
ifFalse: [ input (inputs at:4) • (inputs at:6)]. 
"'netlnput input! 
quit! 
reset 
"zero the weights in each input " 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ inputs do: [:i I i at:5 put:O J J 
ifFalse: [ inputs at:5 put:O J. ! 
reset:aValue 
" initialize the weights in each input H 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ inputs do: [:i I i at:6 put:aValue] ] 
ifFalse: [ inputs at:6 put:aValue J .! 
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senselnput:input 
"update the input value field 
I moduleNum vectorNum unitNum 
• 1n an input specifier" 
temp I 
moduleNum 
vectorNum 
unitNum 
""input at:4 
• 
senselnputs 
input at:1. 
input at:2. 
input at:3. 
put: (Network activationAtModule:moduleNum 
vector:vectorNum unit: unitNum)! 
I moduleNum vectorNum unitNum input temp 
input 0.0. 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) ifTrue: [ 
1 to: (inputs size) do: [:i I self senselnput: (inputs at:i) ]] 
ifFalse: [ self senselnput:inputs J ! 
' senselnputsWith:inputList 
1 to: (inputs size) 
do:[ :i I (inputsat:i) at:4put:(inputListat:i)] 1 
updateActivation 
"for now this is a simple binary unit" 
self calcNetinput. 
" if netINputs = 0 then no change in activation" 
activation (netlnput > 0) 
if True: [1] 
ifFalse: [ (netlnput < 0) ifTrue: [OJ 
ifFalse: [activation]].! 
!NeuralUnit methodsFor: 'loading/saving'! 
read.From: aStream '\, 
' • 
inputs Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Char~cter tab)). 
externallnput Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
activation Object read.FromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
threshhold Object readFromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
ne.me Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
netlnput Object readFromString:(aStree.m upTo:(Character tab)). 
uni tForm ,r Object readFromString: (aStream upTo: (Character tab)) . ! 
storeOn:a.Stream 
inputs storeOn:aStream. 
aStrea.m tab. 
externallnput storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
activation storeOn:aStream. a.Stream tab. 
threshhold storeOn:aStream. a.Stream tab. 
name storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
netlnput storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
unitForm storeOn:aStream. a.Stream tab. 
"-- -- --
NeuralUnit class 
instanceVariableNames: , , I • 
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!NeuralUnit class methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 
create 
temp 
temp 
"'temp 
_super new. 
init! ! 
!NeuralUnit class methodsFor: 'initialization'! 
initialize 
aForm aCircle aRect aBox 
CircleForm Form extent:20020. 
BoxForm Form extent:20020. 
aForm Form extent:202. 
aForm black. 
aCircle Circle new. 
aCircle form: aForm. 
aCircle radius: 10. 
aCircle center: 10010. 
aCircle displayOn: CircleForm . 
aRect Rectangle origin: (000) extent: (20020) . 
aBox Quadrangle region:aRect borderWidth:2 
borderColor: (Form black) insideColor:(Form white). 
aBox displayOn:BoxForm! 
NeuralUnit initialize! 
#Neural Vector Object variableSubclass: 
instanceVariableNames: 'unitList activations name vectForm 
inputsDisplayPt weightsDisplayPt ' 
classVariableNames: , , 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Simulator'! 
NeuralVector comment: 
'This class consists of an array of NeuralUnits. 
!NeuralVector methodsFor: 'private'! 
init:numberOfUnits 
"build a vector of Neural Units" 
self init:numberOfUnits with:NeuralUnit! 
init:numberOfUnits with:unitType 
"build a vector of unitType units" 
I tmpOff I 
vectForm Quadrangle origin:O@O extent:50@400 
vectForm insideColor:Form white. 
' I • 
inputsDisplayPt (vectForm origin+ (10 @300) ). 
weightsDisplayPt (vectForm origin+ (500300) ). 
tmpOff _ ((vectForm origin+ (10030))) . 
unitList OrderedCollection new. 
' 
• 
numberOfUnits timesRepeat: [ unitList addLast:((unitType create) 
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• 
offset: (tmpOff)). 
tmpOff tmpOff + (0030)]. 
activations Array new:numberOfUnits. 
name 'UnNamed Vector'. 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Position and Size new Vector ' 
self setVectSize. ! 
relnit:numberOfUnits with:unitType 
"build a vector of unitType units" 
unitList OrderedCollection new. 
numberOfUnits timesRepeat: [unitList addLast:(unitType create)]. 
activations Array new:numberOfUnits. ! 
!NeuralVector methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
display 
vectForm display. 
'Vector 'displayAt:((vectForm origin) + 
unitList do: [ :i I i display J. ! 
display Activations 
unitList do: [:i I i displayActivation] ! 
displayActivationsAs:aShape 
(4@2)) 
unitList do: [:i I i displayActivationAs:aShape] 1 
displaylnputs 
I aStream out 
out String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:out. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Inputs '. 
self inputsOn:aStream. 
out displayAt:inputsDisplayPt! 
displayWeights 
I a.Stream out 
out String new. 
aStream WriteStream on~out. 
aStream nextPutAll: 'Weights'. 
self weightsOn:aStream. 
out displayAt:weightsDisplayPt! 
displayWeightsAs:a.Shape 
• 
(aShape = #text) ifTrue: [ self displayWeights] 
ifFalse: [ self displayWeightsAsBoxes] 
displayWeightsAsBoxes 
• 
unitList do: [:iii displayWeightsAsBoxAt:( weightsDisplayPt -
(vectForm origin) ) ] ! 
inverse 
"vectForm insideColor:Form lightGray. 
self display"! 
normal 
"vectForm insideColor:Form white. 
self display"! ! 
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!NeuralVector methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
mapAlllnputs:aList 
"given a module/vector/numUnits in vector --
map inputs from every unit in module/vector to each unit in self 
note: input vector can be larger or smaller than self 
standard input element= (mod vect unit value weight)" 
mod vect numUnits tempPat pattern inputListl 
mod aList at:1. 
vect aList at:2. 
numUnits aList at:3. 
pattern OrderedCollection new. 
inputList _ OrderedCollection new. 
pattern addLast:mod. 
pattern addLast:vect. 
pattern addLast:O; addLast:0; addLast:O. 
1 to:numUnits 
do: [:i tempPat pattern deepCopy. "create the input list" 
tempPat at:3 put:i. 
inputList addLast:tempPat J • 
1 to: (unitList size) do: [:i I tempPat inputList deepCopy. 
(unitList at:i) inputs:tempPat J ! 
mapinputs:aList 
"given a module/vector/numUnits in aList --
map an input from each unit in module/vector to each unit 
in self, in a one to one manner. 
Note: input vector must be<= size of self" 
mod vect numUnits tempPat pattern I 
mod aList at:1. 
vect aList at:2. 
numUnits aList at:3. 
pattern OrderedCollection new. 
pattern addLast:mod. 
pattern addLast:vect. 
pattern addLast:O; addLast:O; addLast:O. 
1 to:numUnits do: [:i I tempPat _ pattern deepCopy. 
tempPat at:3 put:i. 
(unitList at:i) inputs: tempPat J ! 
maplnputs:aList startingAt:unitlndex 
"given a module/vector/numUnits in vector --
map an input from each unit in module/vector starting 
at unitlndex, to each unit in self" 
mod vect numUnits tempPat pattern I 
mod aList at:1. 
vect aList at:2. 
numUnits aList at:3. 
pattern OrderedCollection new. 
pattern addLast:mod. 
pattern addLast:vect. 
pattern addLast:O; addLast:O; addLast:O. 
1 to:numUnits 
do: [: i tempPat _ pattern deepCopy. 
tempPat at:3 put:i. 
(unitList at:(unitlndex +i -
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( 
positionAllUnits 
I aString I 
Network showCurrentAction: 
1 to:unitList size 
'Position Unit Number 
• 
, 
• 
do: [ :i !Network showCurrentAction:(i printString). 
(unitList at:i) positionUnit. 
self display J. ! 
positioninputs 
inputsDisplayPt Sensor waitClickButton; cursorPoint. ! 
positionWeights 
weightsDisplayPt Sensor waitClickButton; cursorPoint. 
selectUnitMenu 
"this message displays a PopUpMenu consisting of the indices 
of the units in this vector. When a unit is selected, 
it is returned. If no unit is selected, False is returned" 
aVector uList aStream menu answer lineListl 
lineList Array new: ( unitList size). 
1 to: (unitList size) do: [:i I lineList at:i put:i]. 
uList String new. 
aStream WriteStream on:uList. 
unitList do: [:i aStream nextPutAll: (i name). aStream er .] . 
menu PopUpMenu 
labels:uList 
lines:lineList. 
menu startUp:true withHeading: 'Select a Unit'. 
answer menu selection. 
((answer-= 0) & (answer<= (unitList size))) 
ifTrue: [ ... unitList at:answer] 
ifFalse: [ ... false]! 
setVectSize 
oldOrigin 
oldOrigin vectForm origin. 
vectForm _Quadrangle fromUser. 
vectForm insideColor:Form white . 
unitList do: [:i Ii moveBy:(((vectForm origin) - oldOrigin))]. 
self display! 
specUnitDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of a unit as specified" 
temp I 
temp self selectUnitMenu . 
(temp-= false) ifTrue: [temp specUnitDisplayMode]. ! 
specVectDisplayMode 
"this method sets the display mode of a vector as specified" 
I sub I 
self inverse. 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Frame Vector 
Position Inputs Display 
Position Weights Display 
Position All Units 
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.. 
Configure Units Display Mode' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4 6) 
selectors:#( setVectSize positionlnputs positionWeights 
positionAllUnits specUnitDisplayMode quit). 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt:(((sub startUp:true 
withHeading:' Configure Display Mode ')-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalee: [6])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalee. 
self normal.! 
!NeuralVector methodeFor: 'accessing'! 
activationAt:unitNum 
- (self activations) at:unitNum! 
activations 
1 to: (unitList size) 
-activations! 
activations:inputVector 
do: [:i I activations at:i 
put:((unitList at:i) activation)]. 
1 to: (inputVector size) do: [ • : 1. I (uni tList at: i) 
activation: (inputVector at:i)J ! 
activationsOn:aStream 
uni tList do: [: i i activationOn:aStream] ! 
inputs 
"for now, all unite in a vector have the same inputs , 
BO get 1 ft 
•. 
-(unitList at:1) inputs! 
inputs:anlnputSet 
"the inputs of a Unit are really an array of records, 
with each entry completely specifying the inputs source 
-- such as 
(module# vector# unit# value connectionWeight )" 
unitList do: [ :i I i inpute:aninputSet J ! 
inputsOn:aStream 
"for now, all units in a vector have the same inputs, 
so get 1" 
unitList do: [:i i inputsOn:aStream] ! 
moveBy:anOffset 
vectForm moveBy:anOffset. 
uni tList do: [: i I (i uni tForm) moveBy: anOffset J 
name 
-name! 
name:aName 
name aName ! 
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offset 
AvectForm origin! 
offset:anOffset 
I tmpOff I 
tmpOff 10@30. 
vectForm moveTo:anOffset. 
unitList do: [:i i offset:(tmpOff + anOffset). 
tmpOff tmpOff + (0030 )] ! 
setAllActivations:aValue 
unitList do: [ :i i activation:aValue] ! 
,,-------
unit List 
/ 
AunitList! 
vectForm 
AvectForm! 
weights 
"retrieve the weights from each units' input
 list" 
temp tmpOut I 
tmpOut OrderedCollection new. 
unitList do: [:i I tmpOut addLast: (i weights)]. 
AtmpOut! 
weights:a.Value 
"set the weights 
unitList do: [:i I 
weightsOn:aStream 
• 1.n each units' input 
i weights:aValue]. ! 
list" 
"retrieve the weights from each units' input
 list" 
unitList do: [:i I i weightsOn:aStream] ! ! 
!NeuralVector methodsFor: 'execution'! 
adjustWeights 
uni tList do: [: i i adjustWeights] ! 
findWinner:aCluster 
"this message returns the index of the unit w
ith 
the largest activation" 
winner max current I 
" aCluster is a set of indices of units " 
winner 1. 
max -100. 
aCluster 
do: [:i I current 
(current >= max) 
quit! 
reset 
uni tList do: [ • : 1. 
reset:a.Value 
((unitList at:i) netlnput). 
ifTrue: [winner i. max current]] 
i reset] 
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unitList do: [ :i 
senselnputs 
unitList do:[:i 
i reset:aValue J ! 
i senselnputs; calcNetlnput]. ! 
senselnputsWith:inputList 
unitList do: [:i I i senselnputsWith:inputList] ! 
updateActivations 
unitList do: [ :i 
self activations! I . 
i updateActivation J. 
!NeuralVector methodsFor: 'loading/saving'! 
readFrom:aStream 
unitList do: [ :i i readFrom:aStream]. 
activations_ Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab) ). 
name Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
vectForm Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab) ) . 
vectForm insideColor:Form white. 
inputsDisplayPt Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab) ) 
weightsDisplayPt Object 
readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab) ) 
storeOn:aStream 
(unitList size) printOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
((unitList at:1) class) printOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
" 
unitList do: [:i I i storeOn:aStrea.m J . 
activations storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
name storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
vectForm storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
inputsDisplayPt storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
weightsDisplayPt storeOn:aStream. aStream tab.! ! 
NeuralVector class 
instanceVariableNames: , ' I . 
!NeuralVector class methodsFor: 
create:number0£Units 
I temp I 
temp super new. 
-temp init:number0£Units! 
'instance creation'! 
create:number0£Units with:unitType 
I temp I 
temp super new. 
Atemp init:number0£Units with:unitType! 
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reCreate:numberOfUnits with:unitType 
I temp I 
temp _super new. 
-temp reinit:numberOfUnits with:unitType! ' • 
NeuralModule variableSubclass: #BackPropModule 
instanceVariableNames: 'teachVector ' 
classVariableNames: , , 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules'! 
!BackPropModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
addVector 
inputSpec 
((vectorList size) = 1) 
ifTrue: [self addVectorOf:BackPropUnit. 
inputSpec ((vectorList last) inputs) at:1. 
inputSpec at:3 put:(((vectorList last) unitList) size). 
(vectorList last) mapAlllnputs:inputSpec] 
ifFalse: [ super addVectorOf:BackPropUnit]. ! 
configure 
self inverse. 
((vectorList size)= 0) ifTrue: [self specinputVector]. 
self configureMenu. 
self normal.! 
configureMenu 
I sub I 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Specify module inputs 
Add a Vector 
Change Module State 
Specify Display mode 
Inspect Module' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4) 
selectors:#( specinputs addVector changeStateMenu specDisplayMode 
inspect quit). 
[ self perform: (sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
] whileFalse ! 
speclnputs 
"set up input list of all units in the input vector 
First prompt and get a module index and vector index 
Then map each external unit to an input vector unit" 
temp I 
temp self selectModuleVector. 
(temp-= false) 
ifTrue: [ (vectorList at:1) mapinputs:temp] ! ! 
'S· 
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!BackPropModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initModule 
self moduleNamePrompt. 
state #training. 
modForm Quadrangle origin:((Network netForm origin) + (150@20)) 
extent:3000300. 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. 
displayMode at:#weights put:#off! 
!BackPropModule methodsFor: 'execution' ! tit 
adjust Weights 
I deltaVector tmpList delta! 
"first comput the delta at output of module" 
outputVector _ (vectorList last) activations. 
deltaVector teachVector. 
1 to: teachVector size 
do: [ :i deltaVector at:i 
put: ((teachVector at:i) - (outputVector at:i))* 
(outputVector at:i)*(l-(outputVector at:i))]. 
1 to:deltaVector size do: [:i I (((vectorList last) unitList) at:i) 
delta Vector 
( (vectorList 
do: [ : i I 
do: [: j 
learn 
self recall . 
delta:(deltaVector at:i) ; adjustWeights]. 
self sumDeltas:(vectorList last). 
size)-1) to:2 by:-1 
1 to: (deltaVector size) 
I (((vectorList at:i) unitList) at:j ) 
adjustWeights: (deltaVector at:j)]. 
deltaVector self sumDeltas: (vectorList at:i) J 
self adjustWeights. ! 
recall 
2 to:vectorList • size 
reset 
vectorList do: [ :i 
senseinputs 
do: [ : i (vectorList at: i) senseinputs; 
updateActivations J ! 
i reset]! 
" read the module inputs" 
(vectorList at:1) senseinputs ; updateActivations . 
inputVector _ ((vectorList at:1) activations). 
teachVector OrderedCollection new. 
((((vectorList at:2) unitList) size) +1) to: (inputVector size) 
do: [ :i I teachVector addLast:(inputVector at:i)] .! 
sumDeltas:aVector 
~ this message will return an array which contains the deltas 
to be passed back to the previous layer of units" 
deltaSum temp I 
deltaSum Array new: (((aVector unitList) at:1) inputs size). 
1 to: deltaSum size do: [ :i I deltaSum at:i put:OJ. 
(aVector unitList) do: [ :i I temp_ i deltas. 
1 to: deltaSum size do: [:j ldeltaSum at:j 
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put:(deltaSum at:j) + (temp at:j)]]. 
- deltaSum! 
NeuralModule variableSubclass: #BAMModule 
instanceVariableNames: 'faVector fbVector ' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules' ! 
!BAMModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
configure 
self inverse. 
((vectorList size)= 1) ifTrue: [ self specBAMVectors J. 
self con£igureMenu. 
self normal.! 
configureMenu 
I sub I 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Specify module inputs 
Change Module State 
Specify Display mode 
Inspect Module' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4) 
selectors:#( speclnputs changeStateMenu specDisplayMode 
inspect quit). 
[ self perform: (sub selectorAt:(((sub startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) . 
(sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalse! 
setActivationFunctions 
( vectorList at:2) activationFunction:#binary. 
(vectorList at:3) activationFunction:#binary. ! 
specBAMVectors 
I faSize fbSize inOutSize temp I 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Fa Vector Size> ' 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
action: [: answer I f aSize 
initialAnswer: '' . 
answer asNumber] 
FillinTheBlank request: 'Enter Fb Vector Size> 
displayAt: Sensor cursorPoint 
centered: true 
' 
action: [: answer I fbSize answer asNumber] 
initialAnswer: ''. 
inOutSize faSize + fbSize. 
vectorList addLast: (NeuralVector create:faSize) 
vectorList addLast:(NeuralVector create:fbSize). 
temp OrderedCollection new. 
temp addLast:(self indexOf). 
temp addLast:2. 
temp addLast: (fbSize). 
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(vectorList at:2) mapAllinputs:temp. 
temp at:2 put:3. 
temp at:3 put:faSize. 
(vectorList at:3) mapAllinputs:temp, ! 
specinputs 
"set up input list of all units in the input vector 
First prompt and get a module index and vector index 
Then map each external unit to an input vector unit" 
temp I 
temp self selectModuleVector. 
(temp-= false) 
ifTrue: [ (vectorList at:1) mapinputs:temp J ! I . 
!BAMModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initModule 
self moduleNamePrompt. 
state #training. / 
modForm _ Quadrangle ,.?Tigin:((Network 
'extent: 300@300. 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. 
displayMode at:#weights put:#text! ! 
netForm origin)+(150@20)) 
!BAMModule methodsFor: 'execution'! 
binaryToBipolar:aVector 
1 to: (aVector size) 
do: [ :i I aVector at:i put:(( (aVector at:i) 0) 
ifTrue·: [ -1] 
ifFalse: [ 1]) J • 
"'a Vector! 
learn 
(vectorList at:2) adjustWeights ; updateActivations. 
(vectorList at:3) adjustWeights ; updateActivations. ! 
recall 
(vectorList at:2) updateActivations. 
(vectorList at:3) updateActivations. ! 
reset 
(state= #training) ifTrue: [ vectorList do: [:i 
senseinputs 
(vectorList 
inputVector 
"must set 
value" 
at:1) senseinputs. 
self binaryToBipolar: ((vectorList 
fa and fb vector activations to the 
i reset]]! 
at:l)activations). 
input vector 
(vectorList at:2) activations: (inputVector copyFrom:1 
to:(((vectorList at:2) unitList)size)). 
(vectorList at:3) activations: (inputVector 
copyFrom:(( ((vectorList at:2) unitList) size) + 1) 
to:(inputVector size)). 
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(vectorList at:2) 
senseinputsWith:((vectorList at:3) activations). 
(vectorList at:3) 
senseinputsWith:((vectorList at:2) activations).! 
NeuralModule variableSubclass: #ClassifierModule 
instanceVariableNames: 'clusterList ' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: ' ' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules' ! 
!ClassifierModule methodsFor: 'execution'! 
learn 
"first let all units set actrivation = netinputs 
I 
• 
then find winner of each cluster, set activastion = 0 loser to 0 
adjust weights of winners only" 
2 to:vectorList size do: [:ii (vectorList at:i) updateActivations] 
2 to:vectorList size 
do: [:i I self processCluster: (vectorList at:i) 
with: (clusterList at:i)]. 
do: [:i I (vectorList at:i) adjustWeights]. ! 2 to:vectorList • size 
processCluster:aVector with:aCluster 
I winner I 
(aCluster isKindOf:Array) 
ifTrue: [ aCluster do: [ :i I winner aVector findWinner:i. 
aVector setAllActivations:O. 
((aVector unitList) at:winner) activation:1]] 
ifFalse: [ winner aVector findWinner:aCluster. 
aVector setAllActivations:O. 
((aVector unitList) at:winner) activation:1 J ! 
recall 
2 to: (vectorList size) 
do: [ :ii (vectorList at:i) 
updateActivationsAsCluster:(clusterList 
reset 
• 
at:i)J. ! 
2 to:vectorList size do: [ :i ((vectorList at:i) unitList) 
do: [ :j I j spreadWeights ]] ! 
senseinputs 
vectorList do: [ • : l i senseinputs J I 
!ClassifierModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
addVector 
list I 
self addVectorOf:ClusterUnit. 
list OrderedCollection new. 
1 to: (((vectorList last) unitList) size) 
do: [:i I list addLast:i]. 
clusterList addLast:list! 
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configure 
self inverse. 
• 
((vectorList size) 
self configureMenu. 
s ~~~ normal . ! 
0) ifTrue: [self speclnputVector]. 
codfigureMenu 
\ I sub I 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Specify module inputs 
Add a Vector 
Change Module State 
Specify Display mode 
Inspect Module' 
lines:#(1 2 3 4 6) 
selectors:#( speclnputs addVector changeStateMenu specDisplayMode 
inspect quit) . 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt:(((sub startUp)-=0) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [6])) 
((sub selection) = 0). 
] whi leFalse ! 
speclnputs 
"set up input list of all 
First prompt and get a 
Then map each external 
temp I 
units in the input ve~tor ( 
module index and vector index 
unit to an input vector unit" 
temp self selectModuleVector. 
(temp -= false) 
ifTrue: [ (vectorList at:1) maplnputs:temp J. 
clusterList addLast:#()! ! 
!ClassifierModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initModule 
state #training. 
modForm _ Quadrangle origin:((Networ netForm origin) + (160020)) 
extent:3000300. 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. 
displayMode at:#weights put:#off. 
clusterList OrderedCollection new.! I . 
NeuralModule variableSubclass: #lnputModule 
instanceVariableNames: 'inputStream cycleCount ' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules'! 
InputModule comment: 
'This class contains a single Neural vector'! 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
input Vector 
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"inputVector! I • 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'execution'! 
reset 
"reset pointer to start of dataset" 
inputStream ReadStream on: (Network dataSet). 
cycleCount 0. ! 
senselnputs 
"gets the next input data item from the data set and return it" 
I temp I 
(inputStream atEnd) ifTrue: reset. [inputStream 
cycleCount cycleCount + 1]. 
temp_ inputStream next. 
(vectorList at:1) activations:temp. 
"temp! ! 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
configure 
I sub I 
self inverse. 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Configure Input Vector 
Specify Display Mode 
Inspect Module' 
lines:#(1 2) 
selectors:#( specinputVector specDisplayMode inspect 
[ self perform:(sub selectorAt:(((sub startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [ 4])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalse. 
self normal. ! 
speclnputVector 
I temp I 
FilllnTheBlank request: 'Enter Input 
displayAt: modForm 
centered: true 
vector size) 
• • origin 
' 
quit). 
action: [:answer temp answer asNumber J 
initialAnswer: '' . 
vectorList OrderedCollection new. 
vectorList addLast: (NeuralVector create:temp with:IoUnit). 
inputVector Array new:temp! ! 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'loading/saving' 
readFrom:aStream 
super readFrom:aStream. 
inputStream Object readFromString: (aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
cycleCount Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)).! 
storeOn:aStream 
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super storeOn:aStream. 
inputStream storeOn:aStream . aStream 
cycleCount storeOn:aStream . aStream 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initModule 
name 'Input' . 
tab . 
tab! I • 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Configure Input module'. 
mod.Form Quadrangle origin: ((Network netForm origin)+(20@20)) 
extent:1000300. 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. 
cycleCount 0. ! ! 
!InputModule methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
updateDisplay 
super updateDisplay. 
cycleCount printString displayAt: (modForm origin+ (2020))! 
NeuralModule variableSubclass: #OutputModule 
instanceVariableNames: ' , 
classVariableNames: 
, , 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules' ! 
OutputModule comment: 
'This module contains a single NeuralVector. 
' I .
!OutputModule methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
output Vector 
"outputVector! 
reset! I . 
!OutputModule methodsFor: 'execution'! 
sense Inputs 
(vectorList at:1) senseinputs! I . 
!OutputModule methodsFor: 'configuration'! 
configure 
I sub I 
self inverse. 
sub ActionMenu labels: 
'Specify input module/vector 
Specify Display Mode 
Inspect Module' 
lines:#(1 2) 
selectors:#( specinputs specDisplayMode inspect qui~). 
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[ self perform: (sub selectorAt: (((sub startUp)-=O) 
ifTrue: [sub selection] 
ifFalse: [4])) . 
((sub selection)= 0). 
J whileFalse. 
self normal.! 
speclnputs 
"set up input list of all units in the input vector 
First prompt and get a module index and vector index 
Then map each external 
temp startAt I 
unit to an input vector unit" 
temp self selectModuleVector. 
(temp-= false) 
ifTrue: [ startAt self startAtPrompt. 
(startAt -= nil) 
ifTrue: [(vectorList at:l) mapinputs:temp 
startingAt:startAt.]] 
!OutputModule methodsFor: 'private'! 
initModule 
name 'Output' . 
Network showCurrentAction: 'Configure Output module'. 
' 
. 
modForm Quadrangle origin:((Network netForm origin) + (500020)) 
extent:1000300. 1 
modForm insideColor:Form veryLightGray. ! 
' • 
NeuralUnit subclass: #BackPropUnit 
instanceVariableNames: 'learnRate alpha delta oldThresh oldDeltas ' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules'! 
!BackPropUnit methodsFor: 'execution'! 
adjustWeight:input 
oldDelta learnRate * (delta•(input at:4))+(alpha•oldDelta). 
input at:5 put:((input at:6)+ oldDelta) ! 
adjustWeights 
oldThresh 
threshhold 
learnRate *delta+ (alpha* oldThresh). 
threshhold + oldThresh. 
1 to: inputs size 
do: [ :i I oldDeltas at:i 
put: (learnRate*(delta •((inputs at:i) at:4))+ 
(alpha•(oldDeltas at:i))). 
(inputs at:i) at:5 
put: (((inputs at:i) at:6)+ (oldDeltas at:i)) J .! 
adjustWeights:prevDelta 
"note: prevDelta is the sum of units in the next layer's 
delta•weights on lines to this unit" 
delta activation•(l - activation)•prevDelta. 
oldThresh learnRate *delta+ (alpha* oldThresh). 
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threshhold threshhold + oldThresh. 
1 to: inputs size 
do: [ :i I oldDeltas at:i 
put:( learnRate•(delta •((inputs at:i) at:4))+ 
(alpha•(oldDeltas at:i))). 
(inputs at:i) at:6 
put:(((inputs at:i) at:6)+ (oldDeltas at:i))]. ! 
deltas 
"this message returns this units current 
delta* weight 
for each input line" 
deltas I 
deltas OrderedCollection new. 
inputs do: [ :i I deltas addLast: (delta* (i at:5))].
 
Adeltas! 
reset 
super reset. 
oldThresh -0.0. 
oldDeltas OrderedCollection new. 
((inputs size) -= 0) 
ifTrue: [ 1 to:inputs size do: [ :i I oldDeltas addL
ast:O ]] 
delta 0.0. 
self resetWeights! 
resetWeights 
I numGen I 
numGen Random new. 
inputs do: [ :i I i at:6 put:(numGen next) J. 
updateActivation 
" this is a unit used in back propagatio
n networks" 
activation 
1.0 / (1.0 + (( 0.0 - (netinput + threshhold)) exp)
).! 
!BackPropUnit methodsFor: 'private'! 
init 
super init. 
name_ 'BackProp Unit '. 
alpha O.QO. 
'-· 
learnRat~ 0.6. 
oldThresh 0.0. 
oldDeltas OrderedCollection new. 
delta 0. 0. ! 
!BackPropUnit methodsFor: 'accessing'! 
alpha:aValue 
alpha_ a Value. ! 
delta:aValue 
delta aValue. ! 
lea.rnRate:aValue 
----
----
-. 
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learnRate aValue.! 
oldDeltas:aValueList 
oldDeltas aValueList. ! 
oldThresh:aValue 
oldThresh aValue. ! I • 
!BackPropUnit methodsFor: 'loading/saving'! 
readFrom:aStream 
super readFrom:aStream. 
/ 
/ 
learnRate Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
alpha Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
delta Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)). 
oldThresh Object readFromString:(aStream upTo:(Character tab)). 
oldDeltas Object readFromString:(aStream upTo: (Character tab)).! 
storeOn:a.Stream 
super storeOn:aStream. 
learnRate storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
alpha storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
delta storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
oldThresh storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
oldDeltas storeOn:aStream. aStream tab. 
NeuralUnit subclass: #ClusterUnit 
instanceVariableNames: '' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules'! 
!ClusterUnit methodsFor: 'execution' 
adjustWeight:input 
I wt I 
(activation = 1) 
ifTrue:[wt _ (input at:6). 
input at:5 put:( wt+ (0.6 •((input at:4)/2)) - (0.6 *wt))]! 
reset 
self spreadWeights! 
spreadWeights 
I temp 
"set the weights in each input to 1/number of inputs 
((inputs at:1) isKindOf:OrderedCollection) 
ifTrue: [ temp inputs size. 
inputs do: [:i i at:6 put:(1 / temp) ] J 
ifFalse: [ inputs at:6 put:1 J. ! 
updateActivation 
activation netinput! 
-------------------- -- -· - --- - -
--- . - ·--
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!ClusterUnit methodsFor: 'private'! 
init 
super init. 
name 'Cluster Unit ' ' . ' • 
NeuralUnit subclass: #IoUnit 
instanceVariableNames: 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
, , 
category: 'NeuralNet-Modules' ! 
·--· ! IoUni t methodsFor: 'private' ! 
init 
super init. 
name_ 'Input/Output Unit , I • 
!IoUnit methodsFor: 'execution'! 
senselnputs 
self senselnput:inputs. 
self updateActivation! 
updateActivation 
activation inputs at:4! I • 
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